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Since the early 1950's Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL),
in collaboration with many segments of Canadian industry, has evolved the
CANDU heavy water moderated, natural uranium fuelled power reactor system
to the point where it is now widely accepted as proven for utility service.

The CANDU concept embraces a family of reactor types
that vary with respect to the coolant used: pressurized heavy water (CANDU-PHW),
boiling light water (CANDU-BLW) or organic (CANDU-OCR). In each of these
members of the family, it is possible to consider alternative fuel cycles.

The outstanding feature of the CANDU system is its ability
to operate with natural uranium fuel. In the case of Canada, which has
abundant reserves of uranium but no enrichment plant, the ability to use
natural uranium fuelling is particularly attractive from a national
standpoint, both in terms of balance of payments and freedom from external
political and economic pressures. These considerations have been
significant factors in the long-standing support given to the development
of the CANDU system by the Federal government. To date only the CANDU-PHW
operating on a once-through, natural uranium cycle has been commercially
proven.

Table 1 lists the various CANDU reactors in operation,
under construction or committed by utilities in Canada and other
countries. These reactors operate on a once-through, natural uranium
cycle, and all are of the CANDU-PHW type with the exception of the
demonstration CANDU-BLW, Gentilly-1.

As can be seen from Table 1, CANDU-PHW units have been,
or are being, built in a variety of unit sizes, and in the form of either
single- or multiple- unit stations. AECL has recognized, in discussion
with several Canadian and foreign utilities, that a 600 MW(e) unit size,
built as a single or dual unit station would serve well a potentially
wide market for the first-stage introduction of the CANDU system to a
particular utility. A 600 MW(e) unit is large enough to be economically
attractive compared to fossil-fuelled units, while not presenting most
medium-sized utilities with serious system stability problems. These

*CANDU-PHW signifies a CANadian design using £euterium oxide (heavy water)
as moderator, natural Uranium as fuel and pressurized Heavy Water as
collant. ~" ~

AECL-6593
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TABLE 1

CANPU POWER REACTORS IN OPERATION, UNPER CONSTRUCTION OR COMMITTED

NAME OR
LOCATION

NPD Rolphton

Douglas Point

KANUPP

RAPP 1

RAPP 2

Gentilly 1

Pickering

Bruce

Gent illy 2

Cordoba

Lepreau

Wolsung

Pickering B

Bruce B

Darlington

tNominal Rating

TYPE

PHW

PHW

PHW

PHW

PHW

BLW

PHW

PHW

PHW

PHW

PHW

PHW

PHW

PHW

PHW

POWER
MW(e] WET

22

206

125

203

203

250

4 x 515

4 x 740

600t

600t

600t

600t

4 x 516

4 x 756

4 x 881

NUCLEAR
DESIGNER

AECL&CGE

AECL

CGE

AECL

AECL

AECL

AECL

AECL

AECL

AECL

AECL

AECL

OH/AECL

OH/AECL

OH AECL

UTILITY

Ontario
Hydro

Ontario
Hydro

Karachi
Electric
Supply Corp.
W. Pakistan

DAE India

DAE India

Hydro-Quebec

Ontario
Hydro

Ontario
Hydro

Hydro-
Quebec

Comision
Nacional de
Energia
Atomica,
Argentina

New Brunswick
Electric Power
Commission

Korea Electric
Company

Ontario Hydro

Ontario Hydro

Ontario Hydro

PATE OF
FIR5T POWER

1962

1967

1971

1972

?

1971

1971-1973

1976-1979

1980

1980

1981

1982

1981-1983

1983-1987

1987-1989
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considerations have led AECL to adopt the 600 MW(e)(nominal) unit as a
standard.

In this report, specific design information will be
given for the standard, single unit 600 MW(e) design. However, this will
be extrapolated on the basis of designs with higher capacities and/or
multiple units, so that much of the key information can also be presented
in terms of single- or multiple- unit, 1000 MW(e) stations.

The objective of the report is to give a brief but
comprehensive outline of the CANDU-PHW operating on a once-through,
natural uranium cycle in order to provide a data base for comparative
assessment with other reactors and fuel cycles in respect to economic
environmental, safety, resource utilization and non-proliferation factors.
Summary information is included on non-reactor parts of the fuel cycle
with the exception of mining and milling.

Readers who are not interested in any background material
should turn directly to section 5. In section 5 information of direct
interest to INFCE is summarized and/or reference is made to the appropriate
items in the main body of the report.

2 . REACTOR SYSTEM

2.7 Syttm Vn&cAJbptijon. [600 W(e) Unit)

2 .7 .7

The 600 MW(e) nuclear generating station layout is
illustrated in Figure 2.1.1 A.

Figure 2.1.1 B is a simplified overall reactor system
process flow sheet. The reactor proper consists of a large, horizontally
oriented cylindrical tank, called the calandria, which contains the cold,
low pressure heavy water moderator. This tank is penetrated by a number
of horizontal tubes, called fuel channels, which contain the natural
uranium fuel and the pressurized, high temperature heavy water coolant.
This coolant is pumped through the fuel channels, removing heat from the
fuel, and then through heat exchangers (termed boilers) where this heat
is given up to produce steam which is fed to the unit turbine. The
boilers and coolant pumps are located at each end of the reactor so that
flow is in one direction through one half of the fuel channels and in the
opposite direction through the other half. A pressurizer is provided in
this coolant circuit to maintain the circuit pressure at a relatively
high value. High circuit pressure permits high coolant temperatures which
in turn permits the generation of steam at a high enough pressure to achieve
reasonable turbine cycle efficiencies. It will be noted from Figure 2.1.1 B
that a circulation and cooling system is provided for the low temperature
moderator. This is needed to dissipate heat generated in the heavy water
through interaction with fission neutrons and gamma radiation.



REACTOR
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STEAM GENERATOR
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FIGURE 2.1.1 A 600 MW NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION
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STEAM PIPES

LIGHT WATER STEAM. •»«

LIGHT WATER CONDENSATE

HEAVY WATER COOLANT

HEAVY WATER MODERATOR

MODERATOR HEAT EXCHANGER

FIGURE 2.1.1 B CANDU REACTOR SIMPLIFIED FLOW DIAGRAM
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The basic geometric configuration of the foregoing major
components and systems is shown in Figure 2,1.1 C. The 600 MW(e) design
has two coolant loops of the type illustrated in Figure 2.1.1 B.

2.1.2

The general arrangement of the reactor is shown in
Figure 2.1.2 A. The reactor consists of a cylindrical stainless steel
calandria structure which contains the heavy water moderator, reactivity
control mechanisms and 380 fuel channel assemblies. The fuel and heavy
water coolant are contained in pressure tubes which pass through the zirconium
calandria tubes. The gap between each calandria tube and pressure tube
is gas-filled and provides thermal insulation.

The calandria is integral with, and supported by, end
shields which are located at either end of the calandria shell. The
end shields provide shielding between the reactor core and the fuelling
machine operating areas, and are supported directly from the vault concrete
structure as shown in Figure 2.1.2 B. The calandria and end shields are
housed in the concrete vault which is steel lined and is filled with light
water which serves as a thermal shield and cooling medium for the concrete
vault as well as biological shielding.

Neutron absorbing systems, both liquid and solid, are
provided to assist in controlling reactivity. Fast reactor shutdown
Is achieved using shut-off rods or liquid poison injection into the
moderator. In-core flux detectors and out-core ion chambers are used
to monitor the neutron flux level in the reactor. Nozzles for liquid
poison injection as well as carrier tubes for the horizontal flux detectors
span the core horizontally, perpendicular to the calandria tubes. Zone
flux control assemblies, guide tubes for the reactivity control mechanisms
and vertical flux detectors span the core vertically. The latter assemblies
are extended through the light water shield to the reactivity mechanisms
platform by stainless steel tubes.

Moderator/reflector circulation is provided by an
arrangement of inlet and outlet connections which establish reasonably
uniform temperatures in the vessel. There are also pressure relief
connections at the top of the calandria.

Each of the 380 fuel channel assemblies consists of a
zirconium-niobium alloy pressure tube expanded at each end into the
grooved hub of a type 403 stainless steel end fitting and is illustrated
in Figure 2.1.2 C. Fach assembly with its contained fuel and heavy water
coolant is supported by the end shield lattice tubes through sliding
bearings and, partially, by the calandria tube/pressure tube annular spacers.
The end fittings are designed to allow relative axial movement between the
fuel channel assemblies and the lattice tubes to allow for thermal expansion.
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1 DOUSING WATER TANK
2 DOUSING WATER VALVES
3 MODERATOR PUMP
4 MODERATOR HEAT EXCHANGER
5 FEEDER CABINETS ~~~
6 REACTOR FACE
7 REACTOR
8 REACTIVITY MECHANISM
9 PRIMARY HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM PUMP

10 FUELLING MACHINE BRIDGE

11 FUELLING MACHINE CARRIAGE
12 FUELLING MACHINE CATENARY
13 FU 7LLING MACHINE MAINTENANCE LOCK
11 FUELLING MACHINE MAINTENANCE LOCK DOOR
15 END SHIELD COOLING WATER DELAY TANK
16 VAULT COOLER

_.- 17 PRESSURIZER
18 STSAM GENERATOR
19 ST iAM GENERATOR ROOM CRANE

FIGURE 2.1.1 C 600 MW REACTOR BUILDING CUTAWAY



1. CALANDRIA
2. CALANDRIA - SIDE fUBESHEET
3. CALANDFUA TUBES
4. EMBEDMENT RING
5. FUELLING MACHINE - SIDE TUBhSHEET
6. END SHIELD LATTICE TUBES
?. ENO SHIELD COOLING PIPES

9. STEEL BALL SHIELDING
10. END FITTINGS
11. FEEDER PIPES

13. MODERATOR INLET
14. HORIZONTAL FLUX DETECTOR UNIT

ION CHAMBER
EARTHQUAKE RESTRAINT
CALANDRIA VAULT WALL
MODERATOR EXPANSION TO HEAD TANK
CURTAIN SHIELDING SLABS
PRESSURE RELIEF PIPES
RUPTURE DISC
REACTIVITY CONTROL UNIT NOZZLES
VIEWING PORT
SHUTOFF UNIT
ADJUSTER UN"T
CONTROL ABSORBER UNIT
ZONE CONTROL UNIT
VERTICAL FLUX PETECTOH UNIT
UQWD INJECTION SHUTDOWN NOZZLE

FIGURE 2.1.2 A REACTOR ASSEMBLY
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FIGURE 2 . 1 . 2 B CAIANDRIA VAULT



FEEDER CONNECTION

CHANNEL CLOSURE

FIXED E W OF CHANNEL

I

o

CHANNEL ANNUL!» BELLOWS

FUELUN9 KACHINE SIDE TUBE SHEET

END SHIELD'SHIELnNO BALLS

FIGURE 2.1.2 C FUEL CHANNEL ASSEMBLY
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Near the outboard end of each end fitting is a side
port to which the inlet and outlet feeder pipes are attached by modified
Grayloc couplings. The hub of the coupling is welded to the feeder pipe.

The channel closure consists of a flexible seal disc
mounted on a body which locks firmly into the end fitting by means of a
set of extendable jaws. A nickel surface on the seal disc bears against
a replaceable seal face in the end fitting to prevent leakage.

A shield plug is locked into each end fitting where
the end fitting passes through the end shield. Both the channel closure
and the shield plug can be removed and reinserted by the fuelling machine
during refuel 1 ing.

The reactor is fuelled with natural uranium in the form
of compacted and sintered cylindrical pellets of uranium dioxide (UO,).
Approximately 29 of these UO. pellets, stacked end-to-end, are sealed in
a zirconium alloy sheath to form a fuel element approximately 50 cm long.
Thirty-seven of these elements are welded to two end-plates to form a
cylindrical bundle.

The fuelling system is based on the on-power, bi-directional,
push-through method which was successfully developed for the Douglas Point
and Pickering reactors. Fuel bundles ars pushed into the upstream end of the
reactor channel by a remotely operated ram in one fuelling machine.
Simultaneously spent fuel bundles are discharged at the downstream end of the
channel into another fuelling machine. The system is shown diagrammatically
in Figure 2.1.2 D.

Spent fuel is transferred to a water-filled storage bay
located in a Service Building adjacent to the Reactor Building. For
the 600 MW(e) units being designed at present, this storage bay has capacity
for 8-10 years of reactor operation. Additional capacity can be provided
at the utility customer's option.

2.1.3

2.1.3.1

The main heat transport system circulates pressurized heavy
water through the reactor fuel channels to remove heat produced by fission
of uranium fuel. The heat is carried by the reactor coolant to the
boilers (steam generators) where it is transferred to ordinary water to
form steam, which subsequently drives the turbine generator. As is shown
in Figure 2.1.3 A two basic circulation loops are provided, each serving
one half of the reactor core.



NEW FUEL
STORAGE ROOM

SPENT FUEL
DISCHARGE ROOM»-

SPENT FUEL
STORAGE BAY

ro
i

FIGURE 2.1.2 D FUEL HANDLING SEQUENCE



FIGURE 2.1.3 A PRIMARY HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM - COMPOSITE FLOW SHEET



The major components of the main heat transport system are
380 reactor fuel channels, four vertical boilers, four motor driven pumps;
four reactor inlet headers; four reactor outlet headers, one electrically
heated pressurizer, and all necessary inter-connecting piping and valving.

The fuel channels are horizontal and allow access to both ends
by fuelling machines. The headers, boilers and pumps are located above
the reactor.

The following are important features of the design:

a) Circulation of the reactor heat transport fluid is maintained at
all times during reactor operation, shutdown and maintenance.

b) Each heat transport pump is provided with a flywheel to prevent a
sudden decrease in the flow if power to the pump motor is lost.

c) Adequate heat transport system flow for shutdown heat removal is
maintained by natural convection flow following pump rundown.

d) Heat transport system pressure is controlled at an acceptable value
for all normal modes of operation.

e) System components are protected from overpressure by instrumented
relief valves and suitable reactor regulating and/or safety system
action.

f) A separate shutdown cooling system is provided to remove reactor
shutdown heat, thus permitting the draining of pumps and boilers
in the heat transport system for maintenance.

g) Purification by filtering, ion exchange and degassing is provided
to control the chemistry of the reactor coolant.

h) An emergency cooling system is provided to supply an alternative
source of cooling water in the unlikely event that reactor coolant is
lost due to rupture of the heat transport system.

i) Potential heavy water leak sources (such as at valves and mechanical
joints) are kept to a minimum by using welded construction and bellows
sealed valves wherever practicable. Where potential leak sources exist,
they are connected to closed collection and recovery systems.

Feeder flows are matched to individual fuel channel powers
to give an approximately equal D_0 steam quality of k.O percent by weight for
each channel at the reactor outlet headers when the reactor is at full power.
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Pressure drop causes the D,0 steam quality to increase from about 3 percent
at the fuel outlet to 4.0 percent at the reactor outlet headers and to
about 4.8 percent at the inlet to the boiler. The maximum power channel
has a flow of 86,000 kg/h (190,000 lb/h).

D-0 enters each reactor outlet header at a temperature of 310 C
(590°F) and a quality of 4.0 percent steam by weight. The reactpr outlet
headers are controlled at 9.99 MPa (a) (1449 psia) by a common pressurizer
connected to a line linking the outlet headers at one end of the reactor.
Valves in these lines provide isolation between the two loops in the event
of a loss of coolant accident.

Two 18 inch nominal diameter pipes connect each reactor outlet
header to one boiler. As the heavy water passes through the four boilers,
heat is removed and the D?0 temperature at the outlet of the boiler is
267°C (512 F) at full power.

Each boiler is connected to the pump suction of one heat
transport pump by one 24 inch nominal diameter pipe. Each heat transport
pump delivers heavy water to one reactor inlet header through two 16 inch
nominal diameter pipes.

Protection against overpressure for the Heat Transport
System is provided for by the combined effects of liquid relief valves and
the reactor safety systems. Duplicated instrumented control valves in
each loop function as liquid relief valves. The reactor regulating system
also acts to reduce the severity of transients.

Z.1.3.2

Four identical boilers (steam generators) with integral
preheaters transfer heat from the DJi reactor coolant on the boiler primary
side to raise the temperature of, and boil, H-0 feedwater on the boiler
secondary side. The boilers consist of an inverted vertical U-tube
bundle installed in a shell. Steam separating equipment is housed in the
upper end of the shell. A boiler is shown in Figure 2.1.3 B.

The primary side of the boilers consists of the boiler
head or channel cover, the primary side of the tube sheet and the tube
bundle. A baffle separates the inlet half of the boiler head from the outlet
half. The U-tubes are welded to the primar/ side of the clad carbon steel
tube sheet and rolled into the tube sheet. The boiler head is carbon steel
and is provided with two manways.

The secondary side of the boilers consists of the shell,
the steam separating equipment, the tube buiidle shroud, the secondary
side of the tube plate, the secondary side of the tube bundle, the preheater
baffles and the tube support plates. Carbon steel is the principal material
of construction. The shell is provided with a manway and connections for
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STEAM OUTLET NOZZLE
SECONDARY STEAM CYCLONES
PRIMARY STEAM CVCLONES
CHEMICAL FEED NOZZLE
AND HEAOEfl
DOWNCOMER ANNULUS
EMERGENCY WATER SUPPLY
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FEEDWATER NOZZLE

FIGURE 2.1.3 B HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM STEAM GENERATOR
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chemical addition and boiler water blowdown.

Incoming feedwater is pumped into the baffled preheater
section and flows over the DJ) outlet portion of the U-tube bundle.
The feedwater emerges from tne preheater section at saturation temperature
and mixes with the recirculated saturated water flowing over the other
portion of the U-tube bundle.

The steam-water mixture rising from the upper end of
the U-tube bundle passes through the steam separators. The separated
water recirculates to the tube bundle. The steam, with less than 0.25
percent moisture by weight, leaves the boiler through the outlet nozzle.
The water level at the separators is controlled by a combination of
level measurement, steam flow measurement and feedwater flow measurement.

2.1.3.3

A typical heat transport pump is shown in Figure 2.1.3 C.
The four pumps are vertical, single stage, single suction, double discharge,
centrifugal pumps.

The pump casing consists of a vertical bottom suction
nozzle, the main bowl and two horizontal discharge nozzles. The cover,
or stuffing box, is mounted on top of the casing and sealed by a double
gasket. Within the stuffing box are the heavy water lubricated bearing,
restriction bushing, shaft seals, thermal barrier and the shaft. The
main impeller is located at the end of the shaft below the bearing.

The shaft sealing arrangement consists of three
mechanical seals and one back-up seal in series. Each mechanical seal
is designed to withstand the full differential pressure. All three seals
are housed in a removable cartridge located in the upper part of the stuffing
box. The back-up seal is located at the top of the stuffing box. In the
event of al1 three mechanical seals failing, the backup seal prevents
leakage of D-O to atmosphere while the reactor is shut down and depressurized.

The gland seal circuit supplies cooled and filtered D_0
for lubricating and cooling the mechanical seals. The D,0 is injected
below the lowest mechanical seal at a pressure above pump suction pressure
and a temperature of 38 C (100 F). Part of the gland seal flow passes
into the pump casing while the remainder flows up through the mechanical
seals.

A leakage recovery cavity, located between the uppermost
mechanical seal and the back-up seal, takes the normal seal leakage and
leakage from a failure of all three mechanical seals, to the leakage
col lection system.
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1 UPPER ou rot cove»
2 Ol ! UFr A5SEMMY
3 THRUST REARING OU FOI
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9 FIT WHEEL
10 IRAKE RING
11 MOTOR SHAH
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35 PUMP REARING
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38 PUMP DISCHARGE
39 SUCTION PIPE

FIGURE 2.1.3 C HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM PUMP (TYPICAL)
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Each pump is driven by a vertical, totally enclosed,
air-water cooled squirrel, cage induction motor. The pump is supported
by the motor mount which is bolted to the top of the pump casing. A
removable shaft coupling connects the motor to the pump. Removal of
the coupling allows sufficient space for the pump seals and bearings to
be removed without removing the motor.

The motor is supplied with a flywheel so that the total
rotational energy of the pump motor unit prolongs pump operation after
loss of motor power and the rate of flow approximately matches the power
rundown following a reactor trip. Natural circulation wi11 maintain
adequate cooling of the fuel after the pump stops.

The motor is supplied with two removable radial bearings
and a double acting thrust bearing. The motor bearings are lubricated
by cooled and recirculated oil. An oil lift system supplies high pressure
oil to both sides of the thrust bearing simultaneously during start-up.

Shielding is installed between the pump casing and the
pump motor to reduce irradiation of personnel engaged on pump and motor
maintenance and other maintenance tasks above the pump casing. The
foregoing description is typical for the punrps employed for all of the 600
MW(e) units. The major difference between the pumps for particular
units is imposed by the system electrical frequency, i.e., 60 cycles or
50 cycles. This governs the rotational speed of the motor. To maintain
the standardized pump flow and head, pumps for 50 cycle service will have a
somewhat larger impeller and volute diameter.

2.1.3.4 F e.e.d&a_and_Headeu

The general arrangement of the feeders and headers at
one end of the reactor is shown in Figure 2.1.3 D. The arrangement at
the other end of the reactor is essentially identical.

2.7.3.5

A common pressurizer controls the pressure in the two
heat transport circuits. The pressurizer is a cylindrical pressure
vessel installed vertically and is connected to lines linking the outlet
headers at one end of the reactor. A valve is provided in each of the
lines linking the headers, so that the two heat transport circuits can
be isolated from one another.

The liquid D-0 stored in the pressurizer is heated by
electric immersion heaters to provide the proper saturation temperature
and, hence, pressure. During heat transport system warm up, the heaters
are used to increase the pressure of the D_0 in the pressurizer from
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atmospheric to 9.99 MPa. (a) (1^9 psia).

The cushioning effect of the D.O steam volume
in the pressurizer is supplemented by two 100 percent steam bleed
valves which open when the pressure rises above a set point. When
the valves in the lines linking the headers are closed, the steam
bleed valves provide overpressure protection for the pressurizer.
The steam bleed valves discharge into the degasser-condenser tank.

The pressurizer stores the excess D20 due to swell
of the reactor coolant in the heat transport main circuit as reactor
power increases. The pressurizer level set: point increases with
reactor power to accommodate the swell between zero power hot and full
power. The D_0 level is automatically controlled at the set point by
the D?0 feed and bleed system.

Vapourization of part of the saturated liquid D_0
stored in the pressurizer minimizes the pressure decrease clue to the
outflow of D.O following a reduction in reactor power. The pressure
is restored to the set point by the electric heaters.

2.1.3.6

The shutdown cooling system is shown in Figure 2.1.3 A.
It is provided to cool the heat transport system from 177°C (35O°F)
down to 5Jt°C (130 F) and hold the heat transport system at 5k C
(130°F) for an indefinite period of time. Initial cool down to
177°C (35O°F) is provided by blowing off steam from the main boilers.
The system is also designed to provide core cooling with the heat
transport system drained to the headers to permit maintenance of the
boilers and the heat transport pump internals.

The system consists basically of a pump and a heat
exchanger at each end of the reactor, connected between the inlet and
outlet headers of both heat transport circuits. The system is normally
full of D.O and is normally isolated from the heat transport system by
8 sets of duplicated valves.

For cooldown from 177°C (35O°F) to 5k°Z (130°F) the main
isolating valves at the reactor headers are opened and a portion of the
total core flow is circulated through the shutdown cooling heat exchangers.
The service water flow through the heat exchangers is selected to give
a cooldown time of approximately k hours.
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When both shutdown cooling pumps are operating and
the heat transport system is full, a part of the shutdown cooling flow
will bypass the core through the boilers. The shutdown cooling pumps
are sized so that no boiling occurs in any of the channels. When some
heavy water îs removed and the boilers are partially emptied, there will
be no bypassing and all the flow goes through the core. The heat
transport system is drained by utilizing the shutdown cooling pumps;
flow is taken from downstream of the shutdown cooling pumps and sent
via the purification system to a D-0 storage tank. Feed and bleed is
used to control the 0,0 level in tne heat transport system after the
level is reduced. The feed pumps are used to subsequently refill the
heat transport system.

2.1.4

Heavy water is circulated through the moderator system
for cooling, for purification and for control of the concentration of
substances used for reactivity adjustment.

Figure 2.1.A is a basic flow diagram of the main moderator
system. The system consists of two 100% capacity pumps (connected in
parallel), which are connected in series with two 50% capacity service water
cooled heat exchangers (connected in parallel). The series/parallel
arrangement permits the operation of either pump with the two heat
exchangers and assures the availability of a minimum of 70% of the moderator
cooling capacity when either of the two pumps or heat exchangers is
isolated for maintenance. Main moderator system connections are provided
for the purification, liquid poison addition, heavy water collection,
D-O supply and DJ) sampling systems.

The main moderator system pumps, valves and heat
exchangers are located at approximately grade elevation to one side of
the reactor. The pump suction lines and heat exchanger outlet lines
are anchored to a rigid penetration seal where they pass through the
calandria vault concrete to eliminate any possibility of loss of vault
shielding water.

The moderator pump motors are connected to the main
station power supply. In addition, each pump has a pony motor capable of
driving the pump at 25% speed and connected to a diesel-backed power
supply. In the event of a failure of the main power supply, a pony motor
will start and operate a moderator pump at lower speed so that the
circulation of heavy water is continued. The rate of heat removal is
sufficient to limit the increase of moderator temperature in the calandria
to an acceptable value during a failure of main power and subsequent
reactor shutdown.
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The moderator system is basically standardized for all
of the 600 MW(e) units. However, in order to maintain the standard bulk
moderator temperature of 71 C (16O°F), the size of the moderator heat
exchangers will vary depending on the service cooling water source
temperature which is a function of the site. For "fresh water" sites
such as on rivers or lakes, the service water is obtained directly
from these bodies of water. For "salt water" sites such as an ocean
or estuary coastlines, it has been our practice to date to employ a
closed-loop fresh water recirculation system between the moderator heat
exchangers and the sea water cooled heat exchangers. This minimizes
the risk of salt water contamination of the austenitic stainless steel
moderator system through tube failure. The closed-loop recirculation
system does impose a problem if the sea water temperature is high because
the available At must be divided across two heat exchangers in series.
For such potential sites we are giving serious consideration to the use
of direct sea water cooling with titanium tubed moderator heat exchangers.
The use of titanium tubing will minimize the risk of the tube leaks
developing in service.

2.7-5

The Station electrical power distribution system is based
on strict reliability requirements. There are a total of four classes of
electrical power:

1. Class I supplies all direct current loads, which must not be interrupted.
Class I power is provided by storage batteries. There are two banks of
batteries: W . V and 250 V with their own battery chargers fed from Class III
supply. The *»8 V DC distribution network supplies all process control,
safety systems and logic of the switchgear circuit breakers. The 250 V
DC batteries provide the power for all the DC motors, switchgear, and
Class II 600 V and 120 V inverters.

2. Class II supplies all alternating curren: loads which cannot tolerate
any interruption and are necessary for the safe shutdown of the reactor.
Class II AC power for instrumentation and critical motor loads is
supplied from static inverters fed from the Class I, 250 V DC buses.
In the event of an inverter failure, the-e is an automatic transfer to
Class III regulated supply.

3. Class III supplies all alternating current loads which can tolerate only
a short interruption. The power for the Class III loads is normally
supplied from the station Class III buses and in the event of failure of
Class IV power, by two diesel generators which will start automatically
and accept load in less than one minute. The total required load can be
supplied from only one diesel generator set.
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Class IV supplies a l l . loads that can tolerate a power interruption
greater than one minute in duration without endangering the station
equipment or personnel.

2.1.6 -Sia^to^ I jW^umenttt^ço w_ancf

2.7.6.7

The instrumentation in the plant encompasses a wide
variety of equipment, designed to perform a large number of diverse
monitoring, control and display functions. Nuclear instrumentation
is provided to allow automatic control of reactor power and flux
shape and to monitor local core behaviour in detail. Conventional
instrumentation provides signals for control and display of other
plant variables. Central to the instrumentation and control systems
is a large capacity dual processor digital computer system.

The plant is highly automated to require a minimum
of operator actions during all phases of operation. All major control
loops use the two computers as direct digital controllers, giving a
redundant and highly reliable system. Conventional analog control
instrumentation is used on smaller local loops.

Separate and distinct instrumentation is used for each
of the protective systems and for the regulating system.

2.1.6.1 VlQÀJbxJL

Digital computers are employed for station control,
alarm annunciation and data display. Direct digital control is used
to regulate reactor power, primary heat transport pressure, steam
pressure and boiler level.

The system consists of two identical, independent
digital computers each capable of complete station control. Each
computer is a modern high-speed machine with its own core memory,
highly reliable disc memory, station input-output interface and
peripherals. The two computers communicate via a computer-to-
computer data link, although station control by either computer is not
dependent upon this link. The plant input-output interface is designed
to be immune to most types of plant faults, and the system is organized so
that maintenance on one computer can take place while the station is being
controlled by the other computer. A fault in any essential part of one
computer results in automatic transfer of control to the other computer.
If both computers fail, the station is automatically shut down.

An availability in excess of 99& for each computer is
readily achieved, so that the dual-computer system has the high
reliability required for station control. This high reliability
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results from combining reliable solid-state hardware with a self-
checking system. Faults, either hardware or software, are detected
by a combination of internal hardware/software self-checking, plus an
external "watchdog timer". Detection of a fault results in control
being transferred to the other computer. A restart system, which
automatically reloads the core memory from the disc memory, and restarts
the computer, is combined with fault detection to provide a system
practically immune to transient faults.

The computer controllers are built on a modular basis
with large sections being replaceable. This simplifies fault diagnosis
and reduces computer downtime.

All functions essential to the operation of the plant
are incorporated in both computers. Typical duplicated functions are:

a) Reactor Power Control
b) Plant Load Control
c) Steam Pressure Control
d) Alarm Annunciation
e) CRT Data Display

Other functions, not essential to unit operation, may be resident in one
computer only. Two such functions are:

a) Fuelling Machine Control Programs
b) Turbine Run-Up Program

Unit signals are continually monitored and alarm messages are produced
with an audible warning when limits are exceeded. The alarm messages
are presented on two large TV monitors which may be read from most
points in the control room and are logged on line printers. Alarm
summaries may be requested for the complete unit or on a system basis.
A sequence of events record is produced following all station disturbances,

An extension computer-driven alphanumeric/graphics CRT
display system is provided which replaces much of the conventional panel
instrumentation in the control room. Standard displays in the form of
numerical data, bar charts, or trend plots may be obtained of station
inputs to the computers. Special display formats are provided for
particular plant systems to improve process data presentation. Historical
information for a number of inputs is saved on the disc memory and may be
displayed at any time. A hard copy facility is provided to enable the
operator to record display information for later use.

Keyboards mounted in the control room panels and on
the operator's desk provide the means for operator communication with
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the computers. A block diagram of the hardware system is shown in
Figure 2.1.6 A.

2.7.6.3

The nuclear instrumentation systems are designed to
measure reactor neutron flux over the full operating range of the
reactor, for the regulating system and the safety systems. Separate and
distinct instrumentation is used for the regulating system and each of the
protective systems.

Proportional counters, uncompensated ion chambers, and
self powered in-core flux detectors are used to give a continuous
measurement of reactor power from source level to 150? full power,
i.e. approximately ten decades. A minimum overlap of one decade is
provided between successive ranges of instrumentation. The ion
chambers, in conjunction with the in~core detectors, provide continuous
regulation and protection over a power range of 7 decades.

2.1.6.4

The process instrumentation for the nuclear steam
supply system is designed to provide reliable control and monitoring
of the process system. Provision is made for the operation of instrumentation
and control circuitry independent of loss of plant normal power. Normal
power is backed up by standby AC power for all instrumentation. Where
feasible, elements and circuits are designed to fail safe.

Standard commercial instruments .and materials of suitable
types are used in general. Special materials, treatments, finishes and
dust-tight and air-conditioned enclose-es arï employed where necessary.
The minimum number of different types of instruments is used in order
to achieve economy in maintenance, (in the two shutdown systems, different
types of instrumentation are used intentionally, provided reliability is not
compromised, to ensure maximum Independence of the two systems).
Instrumentation and control system circuitry is designed to avoid, as far as
possible, the need for shutting down the reactor in order to perform
necessary operational checks on control and instrumentation components. This
feature is accomplished by:

a) locating components in accessible areas where feasible,
b) providing manual-automatic selector stations in control circuits and
c) triplicating or duplicating some devices.

The triplicated or duplicated scheme allows sach channel to be tested and
maintained if necessary without interfering with normal plant operation.

Temperature sensors are generally of the platinum
resistance type and where practicable are usîd with protecting wells.
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Flow detectors are Venturis, nozzles and orifices. Instruments
involving moving parts, such as variable area flow meters, are restricted
to low flow measurements where an orifice or nozzle will not suffice.
Control valves generally use pneumatic motors of the diaphragm type.

2.1.6.5

The control centre is located in the Service Building
adjacent to the reactor building. The centre portion contains the
main control panels, the operators' desk, the switchyard and electrical
services panel and the fuelling machine and fuel handling console.
A control equipment area containing the bulk of the control and
instrumentation equipment for the station is located behind the main
control panels. The computers for each unit are located in rooms
positioned in the corner of each of the unit control equipment areas.
Also located in the control centre is a shift supervisor's office and
a work control area.

2.1.6.6

In the CANDU reactor the primary method of controlling
reactivity in the long term is through the on-load refueling capability.
This eliminates the need to design reactivity control devices, for the
reactor regulating system, with large reactivity worth capability.

A number of devices are employed to control the
reactivity of the reactor and, hence, its power output.

Light Water Zone Control Absorbers (Fig. 2.1.6 B)

The light water zone control absorbers are the
primary reactivity-control devices acting ii unison for bulk reactivity
control and differentially for flux tilt control. Six tubes within
the reactor core contain fourteen compartmeits into which the light
water is introduced. The difference in rea:tivity between alî
compartments empty and all compartments full is about 7.5 milli-k.
The rate of change of reactivity when all 1 -'4 absorbers are filling
or draining in unison at their maximum rate is about ±0.11» mk/s.

Mechanical Control Absorbers

The four mechanical control absorbers are devices
mechanically similar to shutoff rods (Figure 2.1.6 C ) , but controlled
by the regulating system. They can be driven in or out at variable
speeds, or they can be dropped under gravity by releasing a clutch.
These absorbers are normally parked out of the core, and are driven
in to supplement the negative reactivity from the light water absorbers,
or are dropped to effect a fast reactor power reduction (stepback).
The mechanical control absorbers have sufficient reactivity worth to
compensate for the fresh fuel temperature coefficient of reactivity
on shutdown from full power. The control absorbers also normally prevent
the reactor from going critical on shutoff rod withdrawal. This is to
enable the first shutdown system to recock before criticality.
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The reactivity change when all absorbers go from
the fully inserted to the*fully withdrawn state is approximately
10.3 ± 0.5 mk/s. The maximum reactivity rate when driving the
rods at full speed is ±0.12 mk/s. When dropped, the
rods take approximately 3 seconds to go fully in. By re-energizing
the clutch while the rods are dropping, a partial insertion to any
intermediate position can be achieved.

Adjuster Rods (Figure 2.1.6 C)

The reactor has 21 adjuster rods (shown in Figure
2.1.6 D and 2.1.6 E), normally fully inserted for flux shaping purposes,
and capable of being driven in and out at variable speed, to provide
reactivity shim as required by the control system. The adjusters are
normally driven in banks, the largest bank containing 5 rods.

The reactivity change when all adjusters go from the
'inserted' to the 'withdrawn' state is approximately 15 mk/s.
The maximum reactivity rate when one bank of adjuster's is driven
at full speed is approximately ±0.1^ mk/s.

Poison Addition and Removal Systems

The moderator system is equipped to permit automatic or
manual addition of soluble poison to the moderator. This capability is
required during early operation when the average burnup of the fuel in the
reactor is lower than normal and during times when the Xenon 135 concentration
is less than the equilibrium value i.e., immediately after reactor startup
following prolonged shutdown. In the former case natural boron addition is
normally used because the reactivity rate of change due to burnup of the
fuel is smaller. In the latter case gadolinium is normally added to
compensate for the absence of Xenon. This is because gadolinium "burns out"
at about the same rate on a reactivity scale as Xenon 135 builds in.

The moderator ion exchange system is designed to permit
removal of these poisons when required.

Hardware Interlocks

The reactivity mechanisms are subject to a number of
interlocks, external to the control computers, to limit the consequences
of a gross loss of regulation.

As long as the reactor exists in a trip condition (i.e.,
two trip circuits open resulting in activation of a shutdown system), the
reactivity control mechanisms are inhibited from being withdrawn, and poison
removal is prohibited. When the condition causing the reactor trip is
clear the regulating system withdraws the shutoff rods prior to moving
any of the regulating system reactivity devices.
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The adjuster rods also have interlocks to prevent more
than a limited number of high worth rods from being withdrawn at the
same time.

With the exception of the light-water zone controllers,
which are controlled only from the computer, the reactivity control
devices (controlling the adjusters and the mechanical control absorbers)
can also be manually controlled from the control room panel. When
'MANUAL' is selected, the mechanisms are unavailable to the reactor
regulating system.

2.7.7

2.1.7.1

The plant contains the following special safety systems:

a) Shutdown System No. I .
b) Shutdown System No. 2.
c) Containment System
d) Emergency Core Cooling System.
e) Emergency Water and Emergency Power Systems.

These systems are independent in design and operation and
free from operational connection with any of the process systems, including
the regulating system, to the greatest possible extent.

Each safety system is designed for an unavailability of
less than 10" years per year.

Each process and nuclear measurement loop essential
for the operation of a safety system is triplicated such that a single
loop component or power supply failure will not incapacitate or
spuriously invoke the operation of the safety system. The design approach,
emphasizes isolation between loops of different channels and between the
different safety systems. This is achieved by the use of unique transmitter
mounting racks, electrical cubicles and power supplies for each channel.

The design aim is that instrumentation and logic be such
that each trip parameter path is testable right from the primary transducer
to the final release circuit. Two out of three release logic facilities
allow this, although in practice it is not always possible to test the whole
circuit.

In order to protect the plant against "common mode"
incidents such as fires, turbine missiles, and aircraft strikes that could
affect many safety and safety related systens at the same time, all systems
have been divided into two groups. These groups are physically separated,
so that common mode incidents either inside or outside the reactor building
would not disable more titan one of these groups.
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The design requirements for the groups are to:

a) Shutdown the reactor
b) Remove decay heat from the reactor fuel
c) Prevent any subsequent process failures
d) Supply necessary information to permit the operators to assess

the state of the nuclear steam supply system.

GROUP ONE SYSTEMS

Group one systems comprise the normal plant operating
systems and the first line of defence safety systems. More
specifically, the systems are:

a) Reactor regulating system
b) Shutdown system No. 1 (SDS1)
c) Emergency core cooling
d) All process systems except auxiliary moderator cooling.

Reactor shutdown is effected for Group 1 by the Reactor Regulating System
or by Shutdown System No. 1. Decay power is removed by discharge of
steam from the boilers with make-up supplied by the auxiliary feedwater
system.

GROUP TWO SYSTEMS

Group two systems comprise systems that, acting together,
will be capable of independent reactor shutcown, activity release
prevention, and decay power removal. In particular, these systems are:

a) Shutdown system number two (SDS2)
b) Containment (including dousing, isolation, etc.)
c) Auxiliary Moderator Cooling_, ,.liary Moderator Cooling
d) Emergency Power Supply
e) Emergency Water Supply.

Reactor shutdown is effected by Shutdown System No. 2. Activity release
is prevented by the Containment System and also by attempting to
maintain any other barriers that may still exist after an accident.
Decay power removal is effected by a number of means depending on the
process failure and/or Group 1 system failure. A supply of emergency water is
provided to the boilers for the purpose of removing decay power from any
unfailed PHT System loop. Decay power is removed from a failed PHT
system by cooling the moderator.
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The emergency power supply is designed to act as an
alternate source of electrical power for Group two safety and safety
support systems. The emergency power supply systems can provide power
to instrumentation loads in the secondary control area, auxiliary
moderator circulation pumps, and isolating valves in the emergency
water supply system.

Emphasis is placed on the independence between the
two groups (comprising both safety and process systems), and retaining
separation between channels of systems.

Group one comprises approximately 95% of the total
instrumentation and power requirements. Group two comprises the other
5%.

The Group one control area is the main control room.
Cables exit the reactor building on one side and run to the control
equipment room.

The secondary control area, which houses the Group
two controls and instrumentation, is in the basement of the reactor
auxiliary bay. Cables for this group leave the reactor building
sub-grade on a different side than the Group one cables. The group
two controls and instrumentation are suitably buffered and re-
transmitted to the main control room so that centralized control can
normally be exercised.

2.7.7.2

Shutdown system number one (SDSl) consists of 28 spring-
assisted gravity-drop shutoff rods and employs an independent triplicated
logic system, which senses the requirement for reactor trip and de-
energizes the direct current clutches to release the shutoff rods.

2.7.7.3 Szcq nd

Activation of the second shutdown system results in
the rapid injection of concentrated gadolinium nitrate solution into
the bulk moderator through six horizontally distributed nozzles. This
second shutdown system (SDS2) employs an independent triplicated logic
system which senses the requirement for this, emergency shutdown and
opens fast-acting helium pressure valves to inject the gadolinium poison
into the moderator.
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2.1.7.4

The emergency core cooling system is a safety system
which provides light water cooling to the reactor in the event of a
loss of coolant accident. Figure 2.1.7 A shows a simplified block
diagram of the system. The system operates in three stages.

The initial high pressure stage uses gas pressure to
inject water into the reactor core from two water tanks located outside
the reactor building. Following a loss of coolant accident the emergency
core cooling system receives signals so that all injection control valves,
from the high pressure injection tanks to the eight heat transport
headers, will open. Check valves in the injection lines prevent out-
flow of heavy water to the injection tanks.

The second stage of emergency core cooling starts when
the water in the high pressure injection tanks is exhausted. During
this stage, valves at the outlet of the recovery pumps and valves in the
line from the dousing tank open to supply water from the dousing tank via
the recovery pumps. The water stored in the bottom of the dousing tank
is reserved for emergency core cooling and is not available to the
dousing system for containment depressurization.

During the third stage, water injected in the first
two stages is recovered from the basement of the reactor building
and pumped back into the heat transport system. The recovery system
includes two 100% capacity pumps, located adjacent to the reactor
building, and a heat exchanger for long term heat removal.

Wherever injection valves are required to open,
redundant valves in parallel are provided for reliability. The opening
of either of the parallel valves is sufficient for emergency core cooling
operation.

To prevent both heat transport loops from blowing down
on a failure in one loop, isolation valves close in all of the circuit
interconnection lines when a loss of coolant accident is detected. In
addition, check valves in the emergency core cooling lines prevent the
unruptured loop from blowing down through the injection lines to the
ruptured loop.

2.7.7.5 CiOKtaA.Ymo.nt

As is shown in Figure 2.1.1 C, the containment is
basically an envelope around the nuclear components of the reactor
coolant systems where failure of these components could result in the
release of a significant amount of activity to the public. Because of
the large amounts of energy stored in the reactor coolant systems, the
envelope must withstand a significant pressure rise. The criterion for
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determining the effectiveness of the envelope is the integrated leak
rate for the period of the pressure excursion. To meet the design
leakage requirements two approaches are taken. The first involves the
detailed design of the envelope to minimize the leak rate. The second
involves the addition of a system that will absorb the energy released
to the envelope, thus reducing the peak pressure and the duration of the
pressure excursion. The energy absorbing system comprises a source of
dousing water, spray headers and initiating valves and building air coolers.

The overall containment system, as shown schematically
in Figure 2.1.7 B, comprises a prestressed, post-tensioned concrete
containment structure with a plastic liner, energy sinks consisting of an
automatically initiated dousing system and operational building air
coolers, a clean air discharge system, access air locks, and an automatically
initiated containment closure system consisting of valves and dampers in
system lines open or possibly open to containment during normal operation.

2.7.7.6

This system is designed to provide an alternate source
of water to allow for the unlikely possibility that feedwater to the
primary heat transport system or to the steam generators should fail,
or that service water to the moderator heat exchangers should fail.

The system consists basically o ; two 100% capacity
diesel engine driven main pumps which supply either démineraiized water
from the demi neraiized water storage tank, or raw cooling water from a
separate intake structure. This water can be supplied, through a sin.ple
distribution system to the boilers as feedwater, to the heat transport
system for make up, or to the moderator hea: exchangers for cooling.

2.7.7.7

The Emergency Power Supply system is provided to supply
the necessary power to the Emergency Water Supply system valves and to
provide power to the Group 2 safety and control systems for operator
control of the station from the secondary control area. A connection
to the moderator pony motors is also available to provide an alternative
source of power to these motors to ensure that the moderator can always
be cooled.

All the controls for the Emergency Power Supply system
are located in the secondary control area. Switching loads from their
normal supply to the Emergnecy Power Supply is by means of manually
operated transfer breakers, so that the nornal supply and the Emergency
Power Supply cannot be connected at the same time.
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2.7.S

"Safeguards are applied to unirradiated fuel by
counting the number of fresh fuel bundles in storage and verifying,
on a random basis, that these bundles contain the normal quantity
of natural uranium.

The safeguards system respecting irradiated fuel
from CANDU 600 MW(e) nuclear stations, is designed to ensure timely
detection of the following illicit actions:

a) removal of fuel bundles from the reactor, and transfer by other
than the normal route to the spent fuel bays.

b) substitution of dummy or unirradiated fuel bundles for irradiated
fuel removed from the reactor, and

c) removal of fuel bundles from the spent fuel bays without proper
notification.

The safeguards system employs spent fuel bundle counters
to determine the number of fuel bundles removed from the reactor together
with surveillance and containment equipment. This equipment is located
as shown in Figure 2.1.8.

Apart from a film camera in the new fuel area to
provide the necessary reliable coverage to dstect movement of irradiated
bundles through this area, the equipment to implement the safeguards
scheme is located In two major surveillance areas: the spent fuel
transfer area and the spent fuel storage area

2.7 .S.I

The spent fuel transfer surveillance area encompasses
the route taken by irradiated fuel during normal transfer from the
reactor fuel channels to the exit from the spent fuel discharge room
into the bays.

A television surveillance system (multiple cameras) is
used to observe all movements of the fuelling machines in the fuelling
machine rooms and fuelling machine maintenance docks.

Radiation yes/no monitors are placed on each new fuel
and service port. These monitors are small radio photoluminescent
glass dosimeters placed inside standard IAEA seals. They provide an
answer (yes/no) as to whether radioactive irradiated fuel has passed
through non-routine transfer points.
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A film camera equipped with a motor sensor trigger
is positioned inside and above the exit from the spent fuel discharge
room. It provides the required surveillance for a number of openings
on the walls, such as ventilation ducts, cable penetrations, and
access door.

Irradiated fuel bundle counters located close to
the spent fuel ports count the movement of irradiated fuel between
thf .cactor and the spent fuel bay. The number of bundles passing,
and the direction of their movement, is recorded along with a
chronological record of transfers.

2.1. S. 2

The spent fuel storage surveillance area encompasses
al1 spent fuel bays.

An active surveillance in this .area is provided by a
television surveillance system, using multiple cameras.

Radiation yes/no monitors are applied to the water
purification system to record possible transfers of irradiated nuclear
material out from the bay.

Equipment for inventory control in the spent fuel bay
consists of:

a) an activity verifier for spent fuel bundles,

b) temper-indicative mesh cages enclosing i:uel bundles in trays, and

c) cage seals verifiable under water.

The bundle verifier can simultaneously check a complete
tray of fuel. The readout equipment indicates whether or not the
bundles are highly radioactive and hence probably irradiated fuel.

The security cages are a light structural steel frame
covered with a relatively fine, flattened expanded stainless steel
mesh. A cover of similar construction is sealed over the top of the
cage after a complete stack of fuel trays hiis been installed.

The cover of the spent fuel cagn is sealed to the
cage by an ultrasonically identifiable security seal.



2.1.9

General

Number of reactor units
Net power output
Total fission power
Overall efficiency

Reactor Bui Id ing

Form

Material
Diameter
- I ns i de
- Outside
Height (basement elevation to

inside top of dome)
Design pressure, gauge
Wall thickness
Reactor (containment) building

volume (approx.)

1
638 MW(e)
2180 MW(th)
29.3%

Upright cylinder with flat
base and double dome

Fully prestressed concrete

41.4 m
43.6 m

51.2 m
124 kPa
1.066 m

48,478 m3

Moderator and reflector
Coolant
Fuel
Refuelling method

Normal direction of fuelling
Fuel cycle
Number of channels

Calandria Shel1

Form
Material

Dimensions:
Main she!1
- Inside diameter
- Thickness
- Inside length
Subshell
- Inside diameter
- Thickness
- Inside length

Pressurized heavy water (PHW),
horizontal pressure tube

D20
Pressurized D2O
Natural U0 2

On-power, bi-directional in
adjacent channels

Direction of flow
Once through
380

Horizontal stepped cylinder
All welded fabrication of 3O4L

stainless steel to ASTM A240

7.6 m
28.6 mm
4 m

6.8 m
28.6 mm
965 mm
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Calandria-End Shield Assembly

Overall length
Inside (core) length

Fuel Channel Assemblies

Quantity
Flow:
Total flow (all channels)
Maximum channel flow
Coolant voluuie (each ass'y)
Coolant exit velocity (central
channel)

Temperature:
Reactor inlet header
Fuel inlet
Fuel outlet
Reactor outlet header

Pressure:
Reactor inlet header
Fuel inlet
Fuel outlet
Reactor outlet header

Maximum channel power (nominal)
Steam quaiÎ ty:

Fuel outlet
Reactor outlet header

Pressure Tubes

7.77 m
5.94 m

380

7.6 Mg/s
24 kg/s
0.07 m3

9.14 m/s

267cC
267OC
312oC
310 C

11.23 MPa(a)
11.05 MPa(a)
10.3 MPa(a)
10 MPa(a)
6.5 MW

Quantity
Material
Dimensions (cold):

Length trimmed for installation (ap)
Inside diameter, minimum
Wall thickness, minimum

average
Corrosion and wear allowance

Temperature
Design temperature

Pressure:
Design pressure
Design stress

Calandria Tubes

380
Zirconium-2.5'

6.30 m
103 mm
4.19 mm
4.34 mm
0.20 mm

317 C

10.98 MPa(a)
156.2 MN/m2

X niobi um alloy

General

Quantity
Material

Dimensions
Length (overall installed)
Inside diameter, minimum
Waif thickness, minimum
Outside diameter, maximum

380

Zircaloy-2 annealed, strip to
ASTM-B 350 reactor grade RA-1

5.99 m
129 mm
1.4 mm
132.3 mm
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Fuel

General
Fuel

Form
Pel lets
Quantity
Form

Diameter
Stack length (nominal)
Dish void (volume^)
Density

Nom i na1
Range

Fuel Design

Element assembly
Sheath
Quantity (per fuel bundle)
Material
Outside diameter
Thickne. (average)
Sheath-fuel diametral clearance

Sheath attachment joints
End caps to sheath
Bearing pads to sheath
Spacer pads to sheath

Bundle assembly
Quantity of fuel bundles

In reactor
Per fuel channel

Weight
U per bundle

Nominal cold fuel dimensions
Length of bundle
Outside diameter

Outer element ring
No. of elements
P.C. diameter

Intermediate element ring
No. of elements
P.C. diameter

Inner element ring
No. of elements
P.C. diameter

Centre element
Element-to-element spacing
At mechanical spacers

Element-to-pressure tube spacing

Compacted and sintered natural
UO2 pellets

Fuel bundle assembly of 37 elements

Approx. 30 per element
Cylindrical pellets with concave
dished ends

12.154 mm
480 mm
1.9%

10.6 Mg/m3

10.45-10.75 Mg/m3

37
Zi rcaloy-4
13.08 mm
0.419 mm
0.089 nim

Resistance welded
Brazed
p .zed

4560
12

18.7 kg (approx)

495 mm
102.4 mm

18
86.61 mm

12
57.51 mm

6
29.77 mm
1 only

1.55 mm
1.02 mm
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Operating Conditions

Nominal design bundle power
Maximum design bundle power
Maximum UO2 temperature
Max. surface temperature of sheath

Physics

Core date
Number of eel Is
Cel1 array
Lattice pitch
Core Radius
Core length
Extrapolated length
Average reflector thickness
at midpoint

Max. thermal flux in fuel
(Westcott flux)

Average to max. radial power ratio
Average to max. axial power ratio
Inner burnup zone radius
Outer burnup zone radius
Average nominal discharge burnup
from reactor

800 kW
900 kW
1900°C

326°C

380
Square
28.575 cm
314.27 cm
594.36 cm
606.0 cm

65.46 cm

1.29 x lO^n/c
0.823
0.708
196.12 cm
314.27 cm

7000 MW-d/t(U)



2.2

Z . Z . I

2.2.7.1 Vziinition and TheAmohydAauLLc ChaAacteAtitLoA ol the.

The selected design of the heat transport system
matches the flow in each fuel channel to the power in that channel
so as to produce the same exit conditions from each channel. Hence,
the maximum power channel is also the maximum flow channel. Since
the fuel and end fitting portions of each channel are identical
and since the header to header pressure drop across each channel
is also the same, this necessitates that the low flow (or low
power) channels have a much larger inlet feeder resistance than
the maximum power channel. Thus from a flow instability point
of view, the maximum power channel is obviously the limiting channel.
As far as dryout is concerned, a lower inlet resistance means a
steeper flow/power characteristic which in turn implies a lower value
of critical power ratio. Thus, for both dryout and instability
considerations, the maximum power channel becomes the limiting or
critical channel.

The flow/power characteristic for the maximum power
channel at constant header to header pressure drop is shown in Figure
2.2,1 A. Knowing the flow at any power establishes channel conditions
and appreciation of a critical heat flux correlation establishes the
onset of dryout at 150% nominal power.

Figure 2.2.1 B shows the stability characteristics of
the critical channel. The inlet mass velocity transient response
to a 3% relative power pulse at various channel powers is shown. The
log decrement (6) which is a measure of the damping in the system
is defined and plotted as a function of power in Figure 2.2.1 C. The
threshold to divergent flow instability is estimated to be approximately
170% nominal power.

2.2.7.2

The reference design calls for 37-element fuel.
A "critical heat flux" correlation was developed, based on "in reactor"
dryout data obtained in the U-lll loop experiment at CRNL.
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Figure 2.2.1 D shows the distribution of cross section averaged heat flux
and quality along the channel at nominal power and at 1501 nominal power
conditions. The ratio of heat flux to critical heat flux as predicted
by the above correlation is also shown in the same figure.

2.2.1.3 MatLQinb _in_Ç,>iltlç.ql_

The critical power ratio of 1.50 is adequate to allow
for all the uncertainties of the design, of an analytical nature, or
due to variations of the as-built design to that analyzed.

Allowances for the following are made:

1) experimental scatter in the critical heat flux data,

2) uncertainties in the pressure drop estimates which influence
the power/flow characteristic and total flow,

3) operational variation in channel power due to refuelling, and
power measurement error, and

4) operational variation in power distribution due to control
system action.

2.2.1.4

The fuel bundles in CANDU fuel channels are subjected
to liquid flow velocities up to 10 m/s. In current designs boiling
occurs in the fuel channels and the outlet steam quality is k to 5%-
Flow-induced vibration of the fuel could lead to fretting-wear damage.
Hence extensive vibration studies have been conducted to study vibration
and fretting of nuclear fuel. The natural frequencies of the elements in
a fuel bundle are generally between 30 and 50 Hz. Under normal fuel
channel flow conditions, the fuel vibrates luss than 25.0 ym RMS.
Vibration and fretting endurance tests are conducted on full size fuel
and fuel channel assemblies under simulated conditions. The result of
these tests and several years of operating experience have shown that
fretting-wear is not a problem in CANDU fuel channels.
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Other components are also tested and analyzed to avoid
flow-induced vibration problems. Special attention is given to steam
generators and heat exchangers. This is particularly important in
the CANDU system since small diameter tubes are used to minimize heavy
water inventory. These tubes are flexible and could be prone to
vibration.

For steam generators and heat exchangers, the
manufacturers are requested to submit a comprehensive flow-induced
vibration analysis study before their design is accepted. Three flow-
induced vibration excitation mechanisms are considered in the
analysis, namely 1) fluidelastic instability, 2) periodic wake
shedding, and 3) random vibration excitation due to flow turbulence.
The vibration response of the tubes must not exceed well-defined
guidelines. New designs are analyzed to be better from a flow-induced
vibration point of view than operating components that have not experienced
vibration failures in several years. A few tubes in early steam generator
designs have suffered from vibration-fretting damage. Recent designs have
not. A tube plugging technique has been developed in the unlikely event
of steam generator tube failures.

2.2.2

2.2.2.7

General Description

In all CANDU-PHW reactors the out-of-core piping is made
of carbon steel, the in-core surfaces are zirconium alloys (Zircaloy-2
or -k, Zr-2.5 wt%Nb) and the boiler tubes are nickel-containing alloys.

The chemistry of the coolant is adjusted to avoid
corrosion and the transport of corrosion products. This is accomplished
by elevating the PH* and suppressing the radiolytic formation of oxygen
by maintaining hydrogen (deuterium) dissolved in the coolant. Some
potential corrosion phenomena of different components are described in
the following sections.

*Since the coolant is D.O, then PD is really the appropriate measure of
acidity/alkalinity. In practice, standard pH measuring instruments are
used by the station chemists, producing a unit we call "apparent pH".
Empirically, it is found that

pD 2 5o c = apparent pH 2 5 Qo c + 0 . 4 .

For convenience of both the author and the reader, in this paper the
measure will be called "pH", on the understanding that "apparent pH"
is intended where 020 solutions are involved.
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In-Core Fuel' Cladding

The alloys which have been used for cladding CANDU-PHW
fuel elements (Zircaloy-2 and Zircaloy-A) are extremely resistant to
corrosion in deoxygenated water. If oxygen and reactor radiation are
present, then the oxidation rate increases markedly (Ref. 1). Hence,
oxygen suppression is desirable. Hydrogen (deuterium) is picked up by
zirconium alloys as a consequence of aqueous corrosion. Extrapolation
of early measurements of hydrogen pick-up on NPD fuel cladding caused
some concern at the time (Ref. 2), but subsequent irradiation of tens
of thousands of fuel bundles has shown that hydrogen pick-up during
normal CANDU-PHW operation is not a threat to fuel sheath integrity
(Ref. 3).

Pressure Tubing

The in-core oxidation of Zircaloy or Zr-2.5 wt%Nb
pressure tube materials is influenced by reactor radiation and the
presence or absence of oxygen, with Zr-2.5 wt?Nb being less affected
by oxygen than is Zircaloy (Ref. k). Despite the longer in-core
exposure of pressure tubes than of fuel cladding (30 to 40 years
compared with 2 to k years), oxidation should not pose any hazard
to pressure tube integrity (Ref. 5 ) . The associated phenomenon of
hydriding is not a problem for the bulk of the pressure tube, nor are
hydrides at the ends of the tubes, formed from deuterium diffusing
through the end fittings, expected to pose any problems. Some tubes
in Pickering reactors 3 and A cracked due to precipitation of hydrides
in areas of very high residual stress near the rolled joint. The
abnormally high stress resulted from over-rolling of the tubes past the
supporting end fittings, and has been fully described elsewhere (Ref. 6 ) .
The cracked tubes were replaced. Modifications to the rolling-in procedure
should avoid this problem in all later reactors. At Pickering, the stresses
in the remaining tubes have relaxed during operation. The solution
which has been applied to this problem is an engineering/metallurgical
one, but the occurrence of cracking by hydrides provides an incentive to
maintain the prescribed hydrogen (deuterium) in the coolant as low as
practicable for oxygen suppression.

End Fittings

The pressure tubes are supported by relatively massive
end fittings made of grade 403 ferritic stainless steel. For the purposes
of this review the corrosion properties of this material will be considered
identical with those of the carbon steel used for the main circuit piping.
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Out-of-Core Piping Components

Most of the primary circuit pipes, valves, pump casings,
fittings, etc., of a CANDU-PHW primary circuit are made of carbon steel.
At ambient temperature the general corrosion rate of carbon steel is
increased by lowering the pH of the water, and localized pitting attack
is promoted by the presence of oxygen. At the high temperatures
characteristic of reactor operation (250 to 300°C) both these effects
are diminished. Laboratory tests indicate that a pH between 11 and 12 is
desirable to minimize piping corrosion. Other considerations, such as
the potential hazards of caustic cracking, pitting and the activation of
cations used for pH control, lead to a value between 10 and 11 being
used in practice. A similar situation exists with oxygen. The lowest
corrosion of carbon steel would bl achieved by maintaining a
concentration of dissolved oxygen'in the water between 0.5 and 5 mg 02/kg
H2O (or D2O). This advantage would be offset by the increased corrosion
of Zircaloy fuel cladding and of Monel-^00 boiler tubing which would
result from oxygenated water. Further, there would be a hazard of localized
pitting or crevicecorrosion of carbon steel when the water temperature
became less than 100 C. For CANDU reactors the oxygen concentration is
maintained below the limits of detection (i.e <0.0l mg 0,/kg D 20).

Steam Generator Tubing

In the absence of oxygen, the corrosion rates of
Monel-^00, lnconel-600 and lncoloy-800 are all similar, and about
0.05 mg/dm2*d. In the presence of low concentrations of dissolved
oxygen (about 200 yg 02/k9 D2°) the corrosion rate (and corrosion
product release rate) of Monel-^OO increases by an order of magnitude,
but that of the other two alloys is unaffected. Monel-'tOO has been
used at Douglas Point, KANUPP and RAPP, and Pickering-A reactors, and
will be used in Pickering-B because oxygen suopression in the primary
coolant is easily achieved by dissolved H2- In later designs (Bruce,
Darlington and the CANDU-600 designs) the primary coolant will be
allowed to boil. Because hydrogen rapidly transfers to the steam
phase, suppression of oxygen in the water phase is much less certain.
Accordingly, these reactors have lnconel-600 or lncoloy-800 boiler
tubes so as to avoid the high radiation fields which would result from
a high corrosion product release rate from Monel-400 (Refs. 7,8).

Chemistry Control

The chemistry parameters to be controlled in the
primary coolant are the pH, and the dissolved H2 or O2 concentration.
The specifications for relèvent parameters an; shown in Table 2.2.2 A.

Control of pH within a narrow ran«je is made
relatively easy in a CANDU reactor by the segregation of the moderator
in a separate circuit. No additions of boric acid or other neutron
absorbers are made to the primary circuit. The pH (25 C) is normally
maintained in the range 10.3 to 10.6 with LiOl) additions, and is
controlled by flow through cation exchange resins in the Li-form.
Radiolytic oxygen is suppressed by maintaining a concentration of
5 to 10 cm3 D2/k9 ^ 0 dissolved in the water.
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TABLE 2.2.Z A

PRIMARY HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM CHEMISTRY CONTROL PARAMETERS

PARAMETER OPTIMUM
RANGE

ACTION
LIMITS NOTES

PH (25°O

mg/kg

CI"
mg/kg

F
mg/kg

Da
cm3(STP)/kg

CO,
cm3(STP)/kg

crud
pg/kg

10.it - 10.6

Conductivity 2.2 - 3-5
mS/m (25°C)

0.8 - 1.25

<0.3

<\0A, >10.6 To control corrosion
and activity transport.

<2.2, >3.5

<0.8, >1.25

>0.3 Hot operation not
permitted outside range
because of possible
stress corrosion of
stainless steel.

Uniikely to be found.

5 - 10

<k

<0.5

<20

<5, >15

I10

>0.5

>20

Possible Hydriding of
fuel sheaths if too
high. Production of
oxygen if too low.

Control led by H2/D2
addi tion.

To control activity
transport.
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An extensive study of corrosion product release,
transport and deposition has contributed to an understanding of
growth of radiation fields around the primary circuit (Ref. 9 ) .
Considerable success has been achieved in combattfng this problem,
using several techniques (Ref. 10). A significant amount of man-
rem exposure derives from internal contamination with tritium. A
major program, comparable in size with that formerly aimed at
activated corrosion products, is now in progress. Ontario Hydro are
playing the principal role, with technical support from AECL and
other Canadian utilities (Hydro Quebec, New Brunswich Electric Power
Commission).

Fission products have not been a major source of
radiation exposures in CANDU reactors, because of the excellent
performance of the fuel and the capability to load, move and remove
fuel bundles while the reactor is at full power. However, as a
prudent safeguard against possible future fuel failures, a moderate
program is in progress on understanding the transport, deposition and
removal (decontamination) of fission products in CANDU primary circuits.

The coolant in Bruce reactors will be allowed to
boil, producing about h vtt% steam at the outlet of some pressure
tubes. In the CANDU-600 design of reactor, even more boiling will
occur, with a steam/water mixture entering the primary side of the
boiler. It is known that concentrated alkaline solutions can cause
accelerated corrosion of Zircaloy (Réf. 11). A series of boiling
tests with LiOH as pH additive gave assurance that accelerated
corrosion was unlikely to occur with the CANDU design of fuel element
and fuel bundle. Even so, it was considered prudent to have an
alternative, volatile chemistry available. The NPD coolant was
allowed to boil, producing about 16 vit% steam, for 30 months, with
ammonia as pH control additive. Deposits of iron oxide on
discharged fuel bundles were very much heavier than when operating
with LiOD added, but the rate of growth of radiation fields was not
much greater over this 30-month period than with LiOD. No fuel
failures occurred during the period, and post-irradiation examination
of the fuel gave no indication that prolonged exposure in boiling
-vrfth ammonia would be detrimental to the fuel performance or
reliability. Accordingly, should boiling with LiOD prove
unsatisfactory, at least one acceptable alternative has been
demonstrated.
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2.2.2.2

General Description

As with light water reactors, boric acid is used as
a neutron poison for reactivity control, but with the CANDU design
the boric acid is added only to the moderator, not to the primary
coolant, thereby simplifying the chemistry of both systems, in
addition, gadolinium nitrate is used in later CANDU designs as a
poison for xenon substitution, and for reactor shutdown. The chemical
specification of the moderator of a CANDU-600 reactor is shown in
Table 2.2.2 B.

The maximum permitted moderator temperature is 80 C,
permitting a low pressure circuit design. The moderator tank
(calandria) is a cylindrical vessel made of grade 30*tL stainless
steel (18% Cr-8% Ni-<0.03& C), with calandria tubes of Zircaloy or
Zr-2.5 wt% Nb.

The piping and fittings (valves, pumps, tees, etc.)
are all made of 18/8 stainless steel, using the low carbon (L-grade)
variety when welding is required. The moderator cooler has moderator
water inside the tubes and site service wate=- outside them. For
stations near the sea, an intermediate fresh water cooling circuit is
provided between the sea-water and the moderator water. The tubing
materials used in moderator coolers for the CANDU-600s is either
ASTM-A669 (Sanicro 3RE60) or lncoloy-800.

Moderator Radiolysis

When heavy water is irradiated several free radicals,
such as D and 0D, are formed. A series of interactions occurs
involving these free radicals and various molecular species
(analogous to those in the radiolysis of H2O) from which the net
products are D2 and O2. In a pure, closed system an equilibrium
between decomposition and recombination is established at which time
net decomposition ceases. Soluble impurities in water increase the
decomposition rate. In a circuit with a gas space above the water
level, net production of D2 and O2 occurs. In CANDU moderators the
gas space is filled with helium, and the mixed gas phase is passed
through a catalytic recombiner (for D2 and O2) to prevent explosive
concentration limits being reached (about %% D2 by volume in excess
O2). The net decomposition rate is controlled by the impurity
concentration in the water, the dissolved gas concentration and the
rate of stripping of dissolved gas from the aqueous to the gaseous
phase. Continuous purification of the moderator is a major require-
ment to minimize radiolysis of the D2O.
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TABLE 2.2.2 B

CHEMISTRY CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR MODERATORS OF 600 MW(e) REACTORS

PARAMETER PERMISSIBLE
RANGE

PESIREP
VALUE

NOTES

pH* (25 C)

Conductivity
mS/m (25 C)

Chloride
mg Cl/kg D20

Boron
mg B/kg D20

Gadolinium
mg Gd/kg D20

*.5 - 7.0

<0.5

<0.2

10-20

5.5

<0.2

0.1

The water must be slightly
acidic to avoid precipi-
tation of gadolinium.

Actual concentration
depends on reactivity
requi rements.

When used for xenon
substitution.
After liquid shutdown system
has operated.

* Values from Ph meter with normal electrodes standardize with light
water buffer, pH + O.k = pD.
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Chemical Control

The moderator purification system contains ion
exchange resin columns and filters. All resins used are deuterated
before installation to avoid downgrading of the D2O by H2O. They are
de-deuterated before disposal of the spent resin to recover the
expensive D2O. The system installed in early reactors used mixed bed
columns of strong cation resin in the D + form and strong anion resin
in the OD form (e.g. Rohm and Haas IRN-150). Three or four columns
connected în parallel served different functions:

- to provide continuous purfîcation without removing boron
required that one column be initially saturated with boric acid.
Strong anions such as chloride and nitrate would displace the
weakly held boric acid from this column,

- to prevent the boron concentration increasing, a second column,
unsaturated with boric acid, was available,

- a third column was on hand to remove gadolinium nitrate following
reactor shutdown. Usually a fourth (spare) column was provided.

Clearly, to perform continuous purification while controlling boron
concentration required careful adjustment of the flows to these
several columns.

An improved system is currently operating at Bruce
and is being introduced on other reactors. In this, one column is
filled with a mixed resin of strong cation (D ) and weak anion (OD")
(such as Rohm and Haas IRN-300) which will remove impurities
(metallic cations, Cl , NO3) and gadolinium poison, but will not
remove boron. This column is used for continuous purification and
poison control at constant boron level. The second column is filled
with strong cation/strong anion (e.g. IRN-150) and is used for boron
removal when required. With this combination of resins fewer columns
are required, it is not necessary to presaturate a column with boric
acid, and operation is simplified.

The CANDU-600 reactors have one mixed bed column for
general clean-up of the water, two beds for boron control (one for use
with high concentrations of boron, the other for low concentrations),
and two beds for removal of gadolinium nitrate.
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2.2.Z.3 p

The secondary side of a nuclear steam generator (boiler)
acts as a receptacle for all the non-volatile contaminants which enter
the feed water or are produced in the boiler itself.

Non-volatile contaminants may derive from:

leakage of condenser cooling water into the steam condensate,

- corrosion products from the condenser, feed water heaters and
connecting piping,

corrosion products from the boiler itself.

Chemicals are added to the boiler feed water or to the
boiler water to protect surfaces against corrosion, to modify the
nature of precipitates, and to counter the corrosiveness of chemical
impurities which become concentrated in the boiler.

Boiler tube corrosion has been a serious problem in
light water reactors, particularly when the condensers are cooled with
sea-water (Ref. 12). Sea-water forms a very corrosive solution when
concentrated in a boiler, particularly in the tube to tube-support
plate device where very concentrated solutions may be formed (Ref. 13).
The first line of defence for new sea-water cooled CANDU reactors is
the provision of a high integrity condenser. Titanium tubes and a
double tube sheet are recommended (Ref. 1*0. At Wolsung, the two tube
sheets are very close together (about 2 cm apart) and the space between
them is pressurized with feed water. At Point Lepreau the space
between the two tube sheets forms part of the condensing surface, but
the condensate from this region is separately collected and monitored
for leaks before adding to the bulk condensate or discarding.

Condenser leaks are monitored here, and at several other points along
the feedtrain. The signals are sent from the analytical instruments
to a computer, which activates appropriate chemical injection pumps
depending on the interpretation of all the signals it receives (Ref. 15)•
Tests at CRNL have shown that the All Volatile Treatment (AVT) is
inadequate to nullify the corrosive effects of concentrated sea-water
(Ref. 16). If sea-water should enter the feed water of a CANDU plant,
despite the high quality condenser just described, then the automatic
analysis and control system would inject a mixture of mono- and tri-
sodium phosphates in accordance with the Congruent Phosphate Control
concept (Refs. 17, 18). The leaking section of the condenser should
be speedily identified, and can be isolated. The effect of the
resulting loss in condensing capacity depends on the time of year
(water temperature) and surplus capacity built into the condenser.
In Canada in winter, probably no reduction in reactor power would be
necessary. Only fractional derating would be required even for a
tropical country in summertime provided the leaks were confined to
only one section of the condenser. Once the leaks have been isolated,
phosphate additions can be stopped and the sludge produced removed
from the boiler by blowdown.



2.2.2.4 Swtmviy

Major differences between the chemistry of CANDU-PHW
reactors and PWRs are possible because of the separation of primary
coolant and moderator into separate circuits in CANDU. This separation
also permits the use of different materials of construction, notably
the extensive use of carbon steel in the primary heat transport circuit.
An underlying theme in all the CANDU water circuits considered is the
desirability of maintaining water chemistry constant. In the primary
coolant this stability is desirable primarily to minimize corrosion
product transport; in the moderator, to minimize radiolysis of DZO;
and in the boiler water to avoid corrosion of the boiler tubing.
Stable conditions are being achieved through careful attention to the
type and rate of purification in each circuit, and to the installation
of automatic analytical and control instrumentation in all three
ci rcui ts.
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2.2.3 Fuel ChanneJU,

The reactor core is made up of an array of horizontal,
tubular fuel channels regularly spaced on a lattice. Each fuel channel
consists of two concentric zirconium alloy tubes. The outer, or calandria
tube, separates the inner, or pressure tube, from the surrounding moder-
ator. The gap between the two tubes is filled with insulating dry gas,
usually nitrogen. Separating the pressure tubes and the calandria tubes
are close-coiled helical springs - garter springs - which transmit loads
from a sagging hot pressure tube to the cold calandria tube. At each end
of the pressure tube is an AISI 403 stainless steel end fitting, which
serves to locate the fuel channel in the end shields, to carry coolant
water connections, and to connect with the fuelling machine for on-power
fuel changing. The end fittings are connected to the pressure tubes with
rolled joints: there are no welds.

Because of the modular construction of the CANDU-PHW
reactor, pressure tubes and end fittings can be removed and changed if such
change is indicated by in-service inspection. Inspection techniques include
remotely controlled measurement of internal diameter, and of surface flaws,
boroscope examination, and monitoring of the dry gas annulus. Some fuel
channels of Pickering Units 3 and 4 were changed following the discovery
of cracks in 1974. Degradation of material properties can therefore be
measured by testing actual channel components withdrawn from the reactor:
small specimens need not be irradiated. Calandria tubes are more difficult
to change.

2.2.3.1

Three hundred and eighty calandria tubes, together with
the calandria shell and tubesheets form the pressure boundary for the
heavy water moderator and are classified as part of a Class 3 vessel as
per Section 111 of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. The calandria
tubes are Zircaloy-2 or Zircaloy-4, 129 mm internal diameter, 1.37 mm
wall thickness and 5-94 m between tubesheets. The manufacture is as follows:
Multiple arc melted ingot -* forge at 1275 K ->• hot roll at 1048 K (a) •*•
anneal at 1045 K -> cold roll -»• anneal at 1000 K -»• cold roll •*• anneal at
1015 K (b) -> brakeform sheet into tubes ->• seam weld (c) anneal at 1075 K
(d) •+ seam level the weld •+ anneal at 1075 K •>• sink diameter 1.5& (e) -»•
flare e:ids (f ). The inspection procedures (a-f) are:-

a) Ultrasonic inspection

b) Visual examination and dye pénétrant inspection

c) Radiograph weld

d) Dye pénétrant inspection of weld
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e) Ultrasonic inspection

f) Dye pénétrant of inside of flare

The principal stresses on a calandria tube are bending
stresses from the weight of the fuel (transmitted from the pressure tube
through the garter springs), axial stress from the head of heavy water
moderator and collapse stresses from pressure in the calandria. At the
design condition, the factor of safety from collapse buckling is 1.84 for
the most highly stressed tubes. In the event of an accident where coolant
pressure is released to the calandria, rupture discs release at 138 kPa
(20 psi) but the peak pressure is controlled by the inertia of the discharging
moderator. During service in the reactor, it is expected that neutron
irradiation will increase the yield strength and the UTS of the tubes by
50 to 60%, and 15 to 251 respectively. The ductility will decrease from 25%
to about 5%, as measured in post irradiation tests in uniaxial tension
tests on irradiated calandria tubes have shown that, under excessive external
pressure, they collapse plastically without rupture. The effects of fast
neutron irradiation induced creep and growth of the pressure tubes and cal-
andria tubes are accounted for in the design. Current designs have four
garter-spring spacers in the gas annulus to maintain separation of the cal-
andria tubes from the pressure tubes.

2.2.3.2

The cold-worked Zr-2.5% Nb pressure tubes are designed in
accordance with requirements for Class 1 vessels under the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code. The internal diameter is prescribed by the
design of the fuel bundle. The wall thickness is determined by the
maximum membrane stress in the tube, and is equal to one-third of the
specified minimum tensile strength at the design temperature.

The Zr-2.5% Nb alloy is manufactured by double arc melting
sponge zirconium with a master alloy containing 30% Nb. The 0.6 m
diameter ingot is forged to 0.2 m diameter. Hollow billets are machined
from the forging and hot extruded into tube shells. These are cold drawn
20-30% and stress relieved for 2k h at 4

Inspection procedures to ensure that each tube meets
specification include: chemical analysis of each ingot and of
finished tubes from each end of each ingot, corrosion and tensile
tests on small specimens cut from each tube, 100% wall thickness
measurement and defect inspection by ultrasonic techniques, internal
diameter measurements at thirty-two locations and hydrostatic testing.



During service the tubes are protected against
mechanical overload by instrumented relief valves in the primary
coolant circuit. The tubes increase in diameter and length and sag
due to the processes of irradiation-growth and irradiation-creep
and these changes are allowed for in the design. The pressure tubes
oxidize on the internal and external surfaces, and the internal
surface may experience some wear or fretting due to contact with the
fuel bundles. The wall thickness of the tube allows for these effects.

Zirconium alloys are also susceptible to delayed
hydrogen cracking. This requires zirconium hydride, a large tensile
stress and a stress gradient. The hydrogen concentration at reactor
start-up, 15 ppm, is sufficient for cracking to occur at room temperature
if stresses are very high. The hydrogen (deuterium) picked up during
service due to corrosion must exceed kO ppm before cracking could occur
at 535 K. Hydrogen concentrations of more than kO ppm are predicted to
occur in 30 years of service only in the rolled joint region where the
pressure tube is supported by the end fitting. As the hoop stresses
there are compressive, no delayed hydrogen cracking will occur during
operation. Near the rolled joint, hydrogen is not expected to exceed
solid solubility at operating temperature.

The cracking mechanism in the Pickering-3 and Pickering-A
pressure tubes was delayed hydrogen cracking and the cracks were caused
by improper installation (Ref.l). Procedures were developed for
changing the tubes and sixty-nine tubes were replaced in the two reactors.
These have been the only failures of zirconium alloy pressure tubes in
CANDU reactors. Delayed hydrogen cracking at low temperatures can be
avoided by minimizing tensile stresses and flaws.

Although no in-service inspection of pressure tubes
is required by any code or licensing authority, methods have been
developed for measuring the length and diameter changes and sag of
the pressure tubes and for inspection for flaws using eddy current,
ultrasonic and acoustic emission techniques. The composition of the
gas in the annulus between pressure tube and calandria tube is
continuously monitored for heavy water. Thus any leak will be
detected immediately. Safety of operation is assured by "leak-before-
break": critical flaw length is eighteen times wall thickness when
the reactor is operating, and any flaws which can grow will penetrate
the wall and thus leak heavy water into the gas annulus. This was
demonstrated when delayed hydrogen cracking was found in pressure
tubes of Pickering Units 3 and k.
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2.2.3.3

The choice of material for an end fitting is based on
two of the duties it must perform. The end fitting is attached to the
pressure tube by a rolled joint. Also, fuel is loaded or removed from
the fuel channel through the end fitting and seal plug must be
removed in order to do this. The seal between the seal plug and the
end fitting must be good and no corrosion of the sealing faces must
occur. Thus the end fitting must have good corrosion resistance to
hot water and have a high enough yield strength to make a rolled joint.
A quenched and tempered 12% Cr steel, AISI ^03, has been chosen as it
meets these requirements.

The thickness of the end fitting is governed by the
geometry of the fuel channel and not by the design requirements of
Section 111 of the ASME Code. Consequently pressure stresses are
considerably below the maximum allowed in Section III and no stress
induced failures are likely.

The end fittings can be made by either forging or
extruding to rough shape. The roughly sized components are quenched
and tempered to the required mechanical properties and finally
machined to the correct size. Minimum values for tensile and impact
properties are specified. Also a maximum value for the hardness is
specified so that hydrogen embrittlement will be avoided in service.
The finished components are examined by magnetic particle and dye
pénétrant techniques to the standards of Section I I I of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code prior to service. In-service
inspection is difficult because of the liner tube inside the end
fitting and the fact that the outside of the end fitting is covered
by the end shield tube sheet over most of its length.

During service the end fitting contains hot pressurized
coolant but corrosion is negligible. Creep is also negligible as creep
rates of ferritic steels at temperatures below 950 K are very small.
Over-pressure of the fuel channels is prevented by instrumented relief
valves in the primary coolant circuit.

Ferritic steels have a transition from low energy
brittle failure at low temperatures to tough ductile failure at
higher temperatures. The temperature which characterizes this tran-
sition, the ductile-brittle transition temperature, increases with
fast neutron radiation. Thus during their lifetime end fittings lose
some of their toughness. The rate of change in transition temperature
decreases with time and stops altogether after 15-20 years. However,
after 20 years service the toughness of the end fitting is still
adequate, and has been demonstrated by fracture mechanics techniques
consistent with the intent of Appendix G of Section 111 of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.
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Although no failures of end fittings have occurred,
the ability to change end fittings has been demonstrated, as 138 end
fittings were replaced when Pickering Units 3 and 4 pressure tubes
were replaced.

2.2.3.4

(1) E.C.W. Perryman, "Pickering Pressure Tube Cracking
Experience", Nuc. Energy, 1978, 17 April, No. 2,
95-105- (Also available as Atomic Energy of Canada Limited,
Report AECL-6059).

2.2.4 Fue|

The fuel for CANDU-PHW reactors is designed to be com-
patible with the operating conditions imposed on it by the reactor nuclear
design, the primary coolant, and the fuel handling system.

The fuel element consists of three functional components
(apart from appendages which are described later): the UO2 pellet stack,
the sheath (with the CANLUB interlayer), and the end caps. The fuel
element is designed for maximum content of fissile material and minimum
content of parasitic neutron absorption material, consistent with the
competing requirements for total containment of fission products and
minimum resistance to heat transfer.

2.2.4.1 ?2We/t_and_ BuAnug

The fuel is designed for operation at a nominal bundle
power of 800 kW. Occasionally, during normal operation of the reactor, a
limited number of bundles will exceed this bundle power. Therefore, fiel
design is assessed for operation at a bundle power of 900 kW. The power
distribution for outer, inner and central fuel elements is given in Table
2.2.4 A.

The fuel is designed for operation up to a burnup of
320 MW-h/kg U and the average and maximum residence times are, respectively,
295 and 600 EFPD (Effective Full Power Days).

The reference fuelling scheme is based on eight-bundle
refuelling. Eight new bundles are inserted, two at a time, from one
end of the channel while eight spent bundles are discharged, two at a
time, from the opposite end. During the shift from the initial to the
final position, the bundles will receive typical power increases as listed
in Table 2.2.4 B, and have dwell times of the order of several minutes
at the intermediate powers. The fuel bundles must, therefore, be designed
to withstand these varying power conditions.
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TABLE 2 . 2 . 4 A

37-ELEMENT BUNPLE RELATIVE ELEMENT POWER

BUNDLE AVERAGE
BURNU?

(MW-h/kg U)

0

80

160

240

300

RELATIVE

OUTER RING

1,1267

1.1305

1.1199

1.1159

1.11795

ELEMENT VOUER [BUNDLE MEAN =

INTERMEDIATE
RING

0.9248

0.9205

0.93565

0.92575

0.9227

INNER RING

0.8092

0.8070

0.82495

0.83455

0.83425

1.000)

CENTRE
ELEMENT

0.7666

0.7630

0.7843

0.7975

0.7990
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TABLE 2 . 2 . 4 B

POWER AW BURNU? DISTRIBUTIONS AT TIME OF S-BUNDLE FUELLING

BUNDLE
POSITION

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Bl/WELO POWEÏ

JUST BEFORE AN
S-BUNDLE SHIFT

169

406

570

658

640

6W

642

633

618

504

344

144

l (feW)

FOLLOWING AN
«-BUNPLE SWIFT

169

419

619

741

745

762

765

755

770

628

410

162

BUNDLE AVERAGE
8URNUP JUST BEFORE
AN g-SUWPLE SHIFT

[W-h/kg U)

38

91

132

154

160

164

164

160

189

219

219

189
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2.2.4.2

The fuel pellet geometric parameters and material properties
have been chosen and controlled to:

(a) maximize the amount of fissile material present in the
fuel element,

(b) minimize the pellet volumetric changes during the fuel
life,

(c) ensure that fission gas release is within acceptable
limits, and

(d) ensure that the pellet design meets the requirements im-
posed by production capability and economy.

The voidage provided in the pellet end dishing controls the
pellet diametr aid axial expansion. The length of the as-fabricated fuel
stack is controlled to provide an axial clearance between the stack and the
element ends. This is needed primarily for fabrication purposes However,
the unconsumed distribution voidage (dishing) and axial clearance voidage
provide accommodation for the fission gases.

1.1 A.I

The fuel sheath must provide containment for the fuel and the
fission products. The properties of the sheath, therefore, were chosen
and control led to:

(a) minimize corrosion, and hydrogen and deuterium pickup,

(b) minimize the effects of the strain resulting from the
pellet/sheath interaction,

(c) minimize the effects of the strain caused by longitudinal
ridging,

(d) minimize the resistance to heat transfer, and

(e) ensure that the structural properties are such that the
fuel can withstand the loads it is subjected to, partic-
ularly during the refuelling operations.
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1.2.4.4 Canlub

A thîn layer of graphite (Canlub) is interposed between
the inner surface of the fuel sheath and UO2 fuel stack to roduce the
severity of the pellet-sheath interaction.

2.2.4.5

The bundle design must satisfy the requirements imposed
by the fuel channel design, the refuelling operations, the primary
coolant, and the nuclear design.

Thirty-seven elements are welded to two end plates to
form the cylindrical ôundle shown in Figure 2.2.4 A. Thus the end plates
maintain separation among the elements at the element (bundle) extre-
mities. The separation among the elements at the bundle mid-length is
maintained by the spacers which are brazed to the elements.

The bundle is supported on bearing pads' brazed to the
outer element sheaths near the element ends and at mid-length. Their
function is to provide adequate separation between the fuel bundle and
the pressure tube.

2.2.4.6

The ability of the fuel to satisfy the requirements
imposed on it is ensured by means of:

1) extensive out-reactor and in-reactor testing of prototype fuel,
and

2) stringent quality assurance programs for design and fabrication
of fuel.

A number of irradiations have been performed to assess
the fuel design compatibility with the requirements imposed on it by
the reactor nuclear design. The manufacturing techniques (i.e.,
appendage brazing, end cap welding, structural joints etc.), are
essentially the same as in Pickering 28-element fuel bundle and have
therefore an already demonstrated compatibility with the requirements.

The in-service performance of all CANDU fuel has been
excellent. Of the 135,000 fuel bundles irradiated up to 1978 February
in all CANOUs, 39.8% have remained intact. These numbers include any
suspect bundles that were discharged.



1 ZIRCALOY BEARING PADS
2 ZIRCALOY FUEL. SHEATH
3 ZIRCALOY END CAP
4 ZIRCALOY END SUPPORT PLATE
5 URANIUM DIOXIDE PELLETS
6 CANLUB GRAPHITE INTERLAYER
7 INTER ELEMENT SPACERS
8 PRESSURE TUBE

FIGURE 2.2.4 A 37-ELEMENT FUEL BUNDLE
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Most defects-could be attributed to a single cause:
sheath rupture due to stress corrosion cracking by fission product
iodine after a substantial power increase following a prolonged period
of operation at low power. An empirical model for evaluating the effect
of stress corrosion has been developed. It is based on results of irradi-
ations done at CRNL and in power reactors. According to this model, the
four important parameters affecting defect behaviour of fuel subjected
to a power boost are maximum element power during the power change, power
increment, fuel burnup, and time at maximum power.

Fuel defect correlations were established which predict
the allowable power ramp and maximum power at any burnup. Defect
correlations are used by reactor operators to ensure that any proposed
fuel movements will not result in fuel defects.

To make the fuel more tolerant to power increases during
its lifetime in the reactor, we have introduced graphite CANLUB into fuel
production for all power reactors. We are starting to accumulate in-
reactor performance statistics on this modification in order to substant-
iate the performance data already available from experimental irradiations.
"Soak and boost" experiments have indicated that 37-element CANLUB fuel
can successfully withstand power boosts expected in the 600 MW(e) reactor
during normal on-power refuelling operations. When we obtain statistical
proof of the modifications, it will allow more flexible fuel scheduling.
Siloxane CANLUB is still in development stages and has been used in
experimental fuel only.

A test of siloxane fuel has been agreed in principle by
Ontario Hydro for up te IGC0 bundles, and current schedules indicate that
the bundles will be put into one of the Bruce reactors during 1980 or 1981.

2.2.4.7

CANDU fuel has been stored under water for up to 16 years.
Detailed examinations have shown that no deterioration of the fuel during
this period, and calculations based on corrosion data indicate that there
should not be any additional attack during a 50 year storage period.

2.2.5

2.2.5.7

The reactor regulating system is the part of the overall
plant control system that controls reactor power to, and manoeuvres reactor
power between, s^.cified setpoints. During normal operation, the setpoint
is chosen by the boiler pressure controller, to maintain steam pressure in
the boilers.
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The system comprises input sensors (ion chambers, in-
core flux detectors), reactivity control devices (adjuster rods, light-
water zone controllers, mechanical control absorbers), hardware inter-
locks, and a number of display devices. Reactor regulating system action
is normally dictated by digital-computer controller programs, which pro-
cess the inputs and drive the appropriate reactivity control and display
dev i ces.

A block diagram of the reactor regulating system is shown
in Figure 2.2.5 A.

Reactor Power Measurement and Calibration

The regulating system requires power measurements for the
control of zone power and total reactor power. These are obtained on a
short time scale, from 28 self-powered, in-core platinum flux detectors
(two per control zone). These measurements are used for control of reactor
power and the elimination of flux tilts in the high-power operating range.

Estimates of total reactor power derived from the platinum
flux detectors are updated via thermal power measurements. Also, 102 van-
adium flux detectors are used to perform a slow calibration of the platinum
detectors so that they more truly reflect average zone power.

In the low-power range, total reactor power estimates are
based on measurements from uncompensated ion chambers and logarithmic
amplifiers. The ion-chamber signals are calibrated against thermal power
measurements as soon as reliable thermal measurements are available. Prior
to that, the calibration is based on a calculated relationship between
neutron flux at the ion chambers and the power in the core.

Demand Power Routine

The demand power routine serves three functions:

(a) it selects the mode of operation of the plant,

(b) it calculates the reactor flux power setpoint, and

(c) it calculates an effective power error that is used
as the driving signal for the reactivity control
devices.

The source of the requested power depends upon the
selected operating mode.

!n the "normal1' mode, where the reactor follows the turbine,
the request comes from the steam-generator pressure-control program. Man-
oeuvering rate limits are built into the demand power routine to ensure
that the fuel is not overrated.

In the "alternate" mode, where the turbine follows the
reactor, the requested power is set by the operator, who also selects
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the manoeuvering rate. This mode is used on plant upsets or at low power,
wht the steam-generator pressure is insensitive to reactor power.

In the "setback" mode, the demand power routine receives a
negative manoeuvering rate from the setback routine. Should the reactor
be already reducing power at a greater rate, the setback rate is ignored;
otherwise the setpoint is ramped down at the setback rate. A deviation
limiter prevents the power setpoint from exceeding 1.05 times the actual
power, to prevent power increases at large rates.

If the effective power error is large, and if the rate of
power increases is positive, the demand power routine initiates a "step-
back" and gadolinium poison is added to the moderator at the normal poison-
addition rate. This protects against a loss of regulation resulting from
a decreased reactivity load, due to the decay of xenon, when the plant has
been shut down for extended periods. The operator has the option of over-
riding this automatic poison addition, if required.

Reactivity Control and Flux Shaping

The functions of short-term reactivity control and flux
shaping are performed by the light-water control absorbers, and adjuster
rods and the mechanical control absorbers. In the long term, on-load
refuelling is used to control reactivity and flux shape.

The primary method of short-term reactivity control is by
varying the levels in the fourteen light-water control absorbers. Normally,
the adjuster rods are fully inserted, the mechanical control absorbers are
fully withdrawn, and the average zone level is between 20% and 70% full.
The light-water control-absorber program converts the calculated (by the
demand power routine) power errors into lift signals to the light-water
control valves.

A shortage of negative reactivity is indicated by high
zone-controller water level and/or a large positive power error. In this
case the mechanical control absorbers are driven into the core in two banks.
In the case of a shortage of positive reactivity, indicated by low zone-
controller water level or a large negative power error, the adjusters are
driven out in banks according to a fixed sequence.

Setback Routine

The setback routine monitors a number of plant parameters
and reduces reactor power promptly, in a ramp fashion, if any parameter
exceeds acceptable operating limits. The rate at which reactor power is
reduced and the power level at which the setback ends are chosen to suit
each parameter. A list of setback parameters and their pnd points is given
in Table 2.2.5 A. The setback clears either when the end"oint is reached
or when the condition clears.

Stepback Routine

When the values of certain plant variables lie outside
their acceptable ranges and a prompt reduction in power is necessary to
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TABLE 2 . Z . 5 A

SETBACK CONDITIONS

I/ARÏA8LE

High Local Neutron Flux

Spatial Control off Normal

Low Boi1er Level

Low Deaerator Level

High Boiler Pressure

High Surge Tank Level

Manual

Setback on High Moderator
Temperature

Low Differential Pressure
Across Moderator Pumps

RATE
It/*)

-0.1

-0.1

-1

-1

-0.5

-0.1

-0.5

-1

-1
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prevent equipment damage and to avoid a reactor trip, the regulating
system invokes the stepback routine.

The program checks the values of the plant variables and,
should a stepback be necessary, opens the clutch contacts of all four
mechanical control absorbers. The absorbers fall into the core, resulting
in a rapid decrease of power. While the rods are dropping, the program
monitors reactor power at frequent intervals and closes the clutch contacts
when the power has diminished to preset value associated with the con-
dition causing the stepback. To avoid possible spurious stepbacks, both
computers have to request a stepback for one to occur. Should one of the
computers be unavailable, its clutch contacts are opened; a stepback
then occurs on the demand of the other computer.

Table 2.2.5 B contains a tentative list of plant upsets
that cause stepbacks, and the terminal power associated with each input.
The stepbacks on high neutron flux and high log rate serve to prevent a
loss of regulation. In these particular cases the computers also inhibit
outdrive of the adjusters until reset by the operator with a switch placed
in a seismically qualified location.

The stepback system has a test facility. The computer
reads the status of a pushbutton and de-energizes its relay to the clutch
coils, extinguishing light-emitting diodes that are normally on. The rods
do not drop in on test unless the other computer simultaneously sees a
stepback condition.

There is also a rod-drop test, external to the computers,
that interrupts the power to the clutches and drops the rods for a pre-
selected time that is adjustable between zero and 1.5 seconds.

Flux-Mapping Routine

The flux-mapping routine uses measurements from the vandium
detectors to calculate the spatial distribution of reactor flux. This is done:

(a) to guard against locally overrating the fuel, and

(b) to calibrate the Pt zone power detectors, to
properly reflect the spatial flux distributions.

The flux mapping algorithm assumes that the flux distri-
bution can at any time be synthesized by a linear combination of precal-
cuiated flux modes (i.e., flux shapes). These flux modes are chosen so
that they span the entire range of operating reactivity disturbances. These
include the effects of fuel burnup and xenon redistribution, the minor
variations in temperature and void distributions, and perturbations due to
movement of control devices. The global effects of burnup, xenon, tempera-
ture, and void redistributions in CANDU-PHW can be adequately synthesized
using the fundamental plus the first thirteen harmoics of the neutron
diffusion equation. Distrubances due to control devices are mapped by
including a set of perturbation modes, each mode corresponding to a
unique anticipated control device configuration.
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TABLE 2.Z.5 B

STEPBACK CONDITIONS

CONDITION ENPPOINT

Primary Heat Transport Pump Failure 60% of Current Power

Turbine Trip, Loss of Line, Loss of
Stator Cooling 60£ Full Power

High Primary Heat Transport Pressure Reactor Shutdown

Low Steam Generator Level "

High Neutron Flux "

High Log Rate "

Reactor Trip "



During situations when some or all adjusters are
withdrawn, to provide positive reactivity (shim operation, startup),
the flux shape is distorted and some derating may be required. The
distorted flux shape is mapped by the flux-mapping routine, and a
setback is initiated if there is local fuel overrating.

If, for some reason (e.g. high average zone level),
control absorbers are inserted at high power, derating is again
achieved in the same manner.

The vanadium flux-detector measurements are periodi-
cally calibrated when the reactor is at a total power level that is
accurately known and the flux shape undistroted. This is done at the
request of the operator, to offset the k% per year decrease in
detector sensitivity with irradiation.

2.2.5.2

The overall plant control system is similar to that
used in conventional steam plants. Digital computers are used to
perform all the control and monitoring functions. The plant control
system is based upon the requirement of keeping the pressure in the
steam drum of the steam generators relatively constant.

In the "NORMAL" mode of operation, the turbine-
generator load is set either by the operator, or remotely from a
dispatching centre; the steam generator pressure control program
-equests variations in reactor power to maintain drum pressure constant,
.'his is a "reactor-fol lows-turbine" mode, or more generally, "reactor-
follows-plant-loads". The plant is automatically sensitive to grid
fluctuations: for example, a frequency drop would cause the turbine
control valves to open further; the resulting drop in steam drum
pressure would cause the steam generator pressure control program to
request an increase in reactor power.

There is an "ALTERNATE" mode of operation, in which
reactor power is controlled to a setpoint supplied by an operator.
The steam-generator pressure control program then manipulates the
plant loads to keep steam-drum pressure constant. This "turbine-
follows-reactor" mode is used

a) at low powers, when the steam drum pressure is insensitive to
reactor power, and

b) in some upset conditions, where it may not be desirable to
manoeuvre reactor power.
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Figure 2.2.5 B shows the elements of the overall
plant-control scheme. • The plant loads are:

a) The turbine generator - normally controlled by the turbine load-
control program in the computers. Under unusual conditions the
turbine load can also be controlled by the steam generator pressure
control program or manually via a handswitch in the control room.

b) The condenser steam dump valves - normally controlled by the steam
generator pressure control program - can also be positioned under
manual control. These valves bypass steam to the turbine condenser
under turbine load-reject ion conditions.

c) There is also a set of atmospheric steam discharge valves of limited
capacity. These are normally closed, but are available as a
controllable heat sink in case of condenser unavailability.

The major control loops ?n the unit and their basic
functions are as follows:

a) Overall Plant Control - coordinates reactor 3r level with the
turbine generator load demands.

b) Reactor Control - controls the reactivity «. "ol devices in order
to maintain reactor flux, power at a setpoir consistent with
turbine load demands, and to maintain a desired flux shape.
Reactor control also embodies slow and fast power reduction facil-
ities (reactor power setback and stepback routines) to keep unit
parameters within safe limits during upset conditions.

c) Steam Generator Pressure Control - manoeuvres the reactor flux
power setpoint within defined limits in order to keep steam generator
pressure constant. During turbine load rejections, this controller
opens the bypass valves to the main condenser. This controller may
also limit turbine loading in order to maintain pressure.

d) Steam Generator Level Control - controls the feedwater valves in
order to maintain the water level in the steam generator at a
reactor power dependent level setpoint.

e) Primary Heat Transport System Pressure Control - controls the surge
tank steam bleed valves and heaters to maintain primary heat transport
system pressure control.

f) Surge Tank Level Control - controls D2O feed and bleed valves to
naintain the surge tank level at a power-dependent setpoint. The
primary heat transport system is essentially constant inventory in
that the surge tank level is programmed to accept the swell from
zero power hot to any given power level.

All the above major controls are implemented on the two
control computers.
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2.2.6

2.2.6.1

The cold clean buckling of a lattice of 600 M^(e) fuel
channels with a square pitch of 28.575 cm is about 3«3 m~ • A bare
critical cylinder with minimum volume would have a radius of about 1.6 m
and a height of 3.0 m, giving a volume of 2$ m3.

The 600 hW(e) reactor units are not simple bare cylinders.
The 380 fuel channels, on a 28.575 cm square pitch, give an effective
core radius of 3.1^3 m. The space between this radius and the calandria
is occupied by heavy water, to form a radial reflector. The extra-
polated radius is 3.847 m and the extrapolated height 6.06 m. The
geometric buckling of the arrangement is 0.65 m"2, and the effective
volume is 282 m3.

The extra size provides about 10.3% (Ak/k) in excess
reactivity above cold, clean, critical. The excess reactivity is
allocated approximately as follows:

Temperature effects 2.0%
Adjuster rods fully in 1.5$
Control margin 0.2%
Miscellaneous structural material and
flux shaping by differential burnup
(beyond that provided by the adjuster rods) 0.8%
Xenon and saturating fission products 3-6%
Burnup 2.2%

TÔ73T

The adjuster rods have two main functions. They
contribute to the flattening of the power distribution, so that the
design reactor power can be achieved without exceeding design limits
for individual channel or bundle powers. Also, the increase in
Xe-135 poisoning occurring within thirty minutes of a reactor shutdown
can be compensated by withdrawal of the adjuster rods, permitting re-
start of the reactor during this period. In addition to these main
functions, the adjuster rods can be partially withdrawn to compensate
for reduced reactivity in the event that refuelling is not possible
for an extended period.

Once equilibrium refuelling operation is reached, only
a small control margin is needed in addition to the xenon over-ride
capability provided by the adjuster rods. This feature is a direct result
of the on-power fuelling capability and the essentially continuous
refuelling this permits - several refuelling operations normally being
carried out per day.
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The structural features contributing to parasitic neutron
absorption are guide tubes (for detectors, shut-off rods, control
absorbers and adjuster rods), poison injection nozzles, and the zone
control compartment structures.

Power flattening, in addition to that provided by the
adjuster rods, is obtained by establishing a differential discharge
burnup between fuel from a central region of 124 fuel channels and fuel
having the higher1 burnup. The nominal power distribution has a radial
form factor (ratio of average to maximum) of 0.82 and an axial form
factor of 0.71- There is, of course, a reactivity penalty associated
with this flattened flux shape.

2.2.6.2

Fuel management in CANDU reactors is important from the
point of view of maintaining an approximately constant reactivity to
maximize fuel burnup, and of maintaining a nominal power distribution
to prevent local over-power of channels or bundles at full reactor
output. The fuel management scheme must deal with both the approach-to-
equilibrium and equilibrium operating periods.

In order to achieve the nominal power distribution in
the initial core, when radial flattening by differential burnup cannot
be invoked to supplement the flattening produced by the adjuster rods,
160 depleted uranium fuel bundles (0.52% U-235) are loaded into the
innermost 80 channels of the reactor. These bundles serve also to
suppress part of the excess reactivity allocated to burnup, and the
remainder is suppressed using boron dissolved in the moderator.

As operation proceeds, the fuel reactivity rises
initially and then falls. The boron content of the moderator is adjusted
to keep overall reactor reactivity relatively contant. No refuelling is
required for about the first 100 full power days. Then, shortly before
the boron c;:.tent of the moderator drops to zero, refuelling must start.
At this point the core is somewhat over-flattened, with the innermost
channels being under-powered. Refuelling removes the depleted fuel
from the core so that the power in this region rapidly increases to its
equi1ibri urn value.

After refuelling begins, the rate of refuelling rapidly
approaches its equilibrium value of ~ 17 bundles per full power day.

The reference refuelling scheme is one in which alternate
channels are fuelled in opposite directions ("bi-directional"
fuelling), with eight fresh bundles inserted at each channel visit. The
channels to be refuelled are chosen using the following general rules:
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a) channels in which the fuel is highly irradiated are prime candidates
for refuel I ing,

b) channels should be refuelled symmetrically over the core to minimize
power tilts,

c) normally half the channels are fuelled in each direction during a
period of, say, 10 full power days to preserve axial symmetry.

d) the seven zonal powers (defined as geometrical regions associated
with each zone controller) must be kept close to the reference
distribution.

e) maximum channel and bundle powers must be kept below certain limits,
and

f) the average fuelling rate must be compatible with fuelling machine
availability.

Experience has shown that satisfactory fuel management
can be evolved within this framework. Figure 2.2,6 A shows a typical
channel power distribution.

2.2.6.3

The estimated average nominal discharge fuel burnup for
the 600 titl(e) units is 7000 MW*d/Mg(U). (This burnup is somewhat lower
than that being achieved in Pickering units, as discussed in section 2.3.'».
The difference is attributable mainl" to the higher power density in the
600 MW(e) units, and the associated change from 28 to 37 element fuel geometry.)
The average burnup differential between channels in the central region and
outer channels is about 800 MW-d/Mg(U). There is also a spread of burnup
in the discharge fuel from each of the two regions.

The sensitivity of discharge burnup to reactivity is a
gain of about 125 MW-d/Mg(U) for each additional 0.1% in reactivity.

The isotopic composition of discharge fuel as a function
of irradiation is given in Table 2.2.6 A.

2.2.6.4

Although fuelling rates approach equilibrium values
almost immediately refuelling starts, it takes ^ 1.5 full power years
to attain an equilibrium burnup distribution in the core.

The approximate neutron balance in an equilibrium core
is shown in Table 2.2.6 B.
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TABLE 2 . 2 . 6 . A

37-ELEMENT NATURAL URANIUM FUEL 600MW STANDARD CANDU-PHH

COOLANT DENSITY
FUEL DENSITY
FUEL TEMP
EFFECTIVE CELL RADIUS
INITIAL CONVERSION RATIO

.80406 .10**-6 GM/M**3
10 .35900 .10**-6 GM/M«3

936.00000 *C
.16122 M
.82262

INITIAL WESTCOTT B-VALUE
INITIAL U-238 CAPTURE CROSS-SECTION
EFFECTIVE NEUTRON TEMPERATURE
INITIAL FAST FISSION RATIO

.03528
3.85897 BARNS*

235.91293 C
.05728

S/KB MWD/T U-235 U-236 NP-237

U N I T S A R E G H / K G ( I N I T I A L H . E . )

PU-238 PU-239 PU-240 PU-241 PU-242 TOTAL PU CB-242 AM-241

.2 790.

.4 1617.

.6 2466.

,8 3324.
1.0 4182.
1.2 5B35.
1.4 5880.

1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2

6715.
7538.
8349.
9150.

2.4 9939.
2.6 18719.
2.8 11489.
3.0 12252.

7.116E+00
6.255E+00
5.500E+00
4.8 38E+0B

4.257E+00
3.747E+00
3.300E+00
2.908E+00

564E+00
261E+30
996E+00
762E+00

1.557E+00
1.376E+00
1.217E+B0
1.076E+B0

0.
1.329E-01
2.492E-01
3.5B6E-01

4.390E-01
5.159E-B1
5.826E-01
6.404E-01

6.905E-01
7.337E-01
7.711E-01
8.032E-01

8.308E-01
8.545E-01
S.747E-01
8.918E-01

9.157E-04
2.815E-03
5.353E-03

8.384E-03
1.179E-02
1.547E-02
1.934E-02

2.332E-02
2.737E-02
3.142E-02
3.544E-02

3.942E-02
4.332E-02
4.714E-B2
5.085E-02

9.451E-06
6.974E-05
2.094E-04

450E-04
863E-04
237E-03
799E-03

e. e.
6.878E-01 2.603E-02
1.209E+00 1.024E-B1
1.603E+00 2.112E-01

2.467E-03
3.236E-03
4.100E-03
5.050E-03

6.079E-83
7.177E-03
8.337E-03
9.550E-03

1.902E+00
2.126E+00
2.294E*80
2.420E+00

2.513E+00
2.582E+00
2.632E+00
2.668E+00

2.694E+00
2.711E+00
2.723E+00
2.731E+00

3.402E-01
4.805E-01
6.261E-01
7.726E-01

9.168E-01
1.057E+00
1.191B+00
1.319E+00

1.440E+B0
1.554E+00
1.661E+00
1.762E+00

e.
1.161E-03
8.680E-03
2.435E-02
4.662E-02
7.355E-02
1.035F-01
1.351E-01

1.674E-01
1.997E-01
2.315E-01
2.623E-01

2.918E-01
3.200E-01
3.468E-01
3.720E-01

0.
2.665E-05
4.316E-04
1.939E-03

5.241E-03
1.084E-02
1.904E-02
3.000E-02

4.379E-02
6.035E-02
7.961E-02
1.014E-01

1.257E-01
1.521E-01
1.807E-01
2.111B-01

0.
7.150E-01
1.320E+00
1.841E+00

2.294E+00
2.692E+00
3.044E+00
3.359E+0B

3.644E+00
3.902E+00
4.138E+00
4.356E+00

4.557E+00
4.745E+00
4.921E+00
5.085E+00

0. 0.
1.482E-08 7.745E-07
5.585E-07 J.250E-05
4.023E-06 5.583E-05

1.495E-05
3.895E-05
8.152E-05
1.473E-04

2.397E-04
3.607E-04
5.113E-04
6.911E-04

8.992E-04
1.134E-03
1.393E-03
1.674E-03

1.479E-04
2.967E-B4
5.027E-04
7.611E-04

1.064E-03
1.403E-03
1.768E-03
2.152E-03

2.546E-03
2.946E-03
3.345E-93
3.739E-03

* 1 barn = 100
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TABLE 2.2.6 B

APPROXIMATE NEUTRON BALANCE IN EQUILIBRIUM CORE

COMPONENT

Fuel

Sheath

Coolant

Pressure tube

Calandria tube

Moderator

Structural material,
control margin and
adjuster rods

Leakage

TOTAL

FRACTIONAL ABSORPTION

0.9023

0.0084

0.0009

0.0196

0.0086

0.0174

0.0175

0.0253

1.0000
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2.2.6-5

Reactivity coefficients and their variation with fuel
irradiation influence the dynamic behaviour of the core. When spatial
effects are not large, coefficients calculated with a cell code, as
given below, are adequate for most design purposes.

The variation of fuel temperature coefficient with
irradiation is shown in Figure 2.2.6 6. It is negative for irradiations
below about I.'» n/kb and for the "equilibrium" core as a whole. The
coolant temperature coefficient, shown in Figure 2.2.6 C is positive
and increases with fuel irradiation. The coolant density coefficient
shown in Figure 2.2.6 D is negative but decreases with irradiation.
Figure 2.2.6 E shows the moderator temperature coefficient which is
positive for the "equilibrium" core.

2.2.6.6

The dynamic behaviour of the core is also affected by
delayed neutrons. The delayed neutron yields and mean lives are
different for different fissile materials and hence depend on the fuel
composition. Data for fresh and equilibrium cores are given in
Table 2.2.6 C. Pertinent data for prompt neutrons are given in
Table 2.2.6 D.
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TABLE 2.2.6 C

VELAVEV NEUTRON VATA FOR 600 REACTORS

GROUP

1

2

3

4

5

6

TOTAL

FRESH FUEL

Delayed Neutron
Fraction for

Col lapsed Group
j (Bj)
(x lO"*»)

3.85

15-26

13-85

32.58

10.49

2.40

78.43

Decay Constant
of Collapsed
Group j (A.)

s-1

O.OOO733

0.03173

0.1172

0.3128

1.402

3.912

IRRADIATION AVERAGED
FUEL COMPOSITION

Delayed Neutron
Fraction for

Collapsed Group

(x lO"*)

2.95

11.65

10.33

23.50

7.80

1.97

58.19

Decay Constant
of Col lapsed
Group j (A.)

s"1

0.000612

0.03155

0.1218

0.3175

1.389

3.784

TABLE 2.2.6 V

PROMPT NEUTR0W VATA

Generation Time

Fast Neutron Velocity

Slow Neutron Velocity

FRESH FUEL

8.55 x 10"2* s

7.14 x 106 cm/s

2.725 x 105 cm/s

IRRADIATION AVERAGED
FUEL COMPOSITION

9.02 x lO"** s

7.14 x 106 cm/s

2.725 x 105 cm/s
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2.3

2.3.7

At present all the CANDU-PHW nuclear-electric
generating units in Canada are operated by Ontario Hydro. These units
are:

a) The 22 MW(e) Nuclear Power Demonstration (NPD), Canada's first
nuclear-electric generation station that has been operating
since 1962.

b) The 206 MW(e) Douglas Point Nuclear Generating Station which first
produced electricity in 1967 and is now a dual-purpose facility,
supplying electricity to the Ontario Hydro grid, and steam to the
Bruce Heavy Water Plant-A.

c) Pickering-A NGS, Canada's first commercial nuclear-electric
generating station. It has four identical 515 MW(e) (net) units,
placed in service between July 1971 and June 1973.

d) Bruce-A NGS. This station also has four identical units, two of
which were placed in service on September 1, 1977 and the third
on February 1, 1978. The fourth unit is scheduled for criticality
on December 8, 1978. Each of the units is dual-purpose in that it
is rated to supply 7*t0 MW(e) (net) electricity to the grid and
111 MW(e) (equivalent) of process steam to the existing and new heavy
water plants.

This section describes mainly the operating experience
with Pickering-A NGS and Bruce-A NGS. The favourable performance of
these stations, however, stems in large part from the knowledge and
experience gained at NPD and Douglas Point.

None of the 600 MW(e) CANDU-PHW units have yet been
commissioned, and so no operating experience has been accumulated.
However the stations above are forerunners, and hence experience with
them is relevant. Changes made in going to the 600 MW(e) design should
lead to some improvements.

2.3.2

A brief summary of the operating history of Pickering-A
NGS and Bruce-A NGS is given in Table 2.3-2 A.

There have been several major shutdown periods as
described below (Refs. k, 5 ) :



TABLE 2.3.2 A

SIGNIFICANT PATES ANP NET CAPACITY FACTORS FOR VARIOUS UNITS

IN PICKERING-A NGS AW 8RUCE-A NGS

Item

Criticality Date

First Electricity

In-Service Date

Net Capacity
Factor (%)

1972 (excluding
labour dispute)

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

l/s Date-1977

1978 (till
March

Unit 1

71-02-25

71-0*1-04

71-07-29

72.3

92.5

72.0

80.2

92.8

85.6

78.2

99.5

Pickering-A NGS

Unit 2

71-09-15

71-10-06

71-12-30

82.2

69.0

88.4

86.0

93.2

90.9

80.4

78.7

Unit 3

72-04-24

72-05-03

72-06-01

91.3

85.1

42.7

57.5

9̂ .9

95.6

70.8

99.0

l

Unit 4

73-05-16

73-05-21

73-06-17

--

90.1

93.9

23.8

68.4

90.8

71-8

99.9

Bruce-A NGS

Unit 1

76-12-17

77-01-14

77-09-01

—

—

--

__

--

88.1

88.1

72.6

Unit 2

76-07-27

76-09-04

77-09-0!

—

~

—

--

—

80.3

80.3

47.2

Unit 3

77-H-28

77-12-12

78-02-01

--

—

--

—

—

--

--

79.4

o
o
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a) a *t-week planned outage on each unit after its first year of
operation, mainly for.turbine-generator inspection - on Pickering
Unit 2 the outage was extended due to a generator rotor ground
fault,

b) a A-month strike in 1972 during which Pickeriny-A was not operated,

c) planned outages in 197*» on Pickering Units 1, 2 and 3 to modify the
Row 7 blading on each of the three low pressure turbines of each
unit,

d) a 7i— month forced outage between 7^-08-10 and 75-03-3' to replace
17 pressure tubes (Refs. 6,7) on Pickering Unit 3,

e) six weeks of forced outage on Pickering Unit 3 until 75-06-21, to
replace two generator conductors and to modify the conductor end
bracing, and

f) a 10-month forced outage between 75-05-10 and 76-03-25 to replace
52 pressure tubes in Pickering Unit k.

In 1977. there were no major forced outages in
Pickering-A except for one shutdown between 77-08-12 and 77-08-Zk of
Unit 1 due to fire in a relay panel in the contro? equipment room.
A breakdown (Ref. U) of various incapability causes in Pickering-A NGS
up to 1976 December, and excluding the 1972 strike, is given in Table 2.3-2 B.

z. 3.3

Experience with heavy water losses for tie Pickering
units is summarized in Table 2.3-3. Heavy water upkeep is defined as the
sum of two components - direct heavy water loss and the downgraded
equivalent loss (DEL). The DEL is derived on the basis of cost of
upgrading recovered water relative to the cost of heavy water. The two
components contribute approximately equally to the upkeep - each recently
being about 1% of the total heavy water inventory per year.

2.3.4 fuel (Retf-4. 8-13)

The fuel bundles used in Pickering-A NGS contain
28 elements, whereas 37-element bundles are used in Bruce-A NGS. The
uranium content of these bundles is 19.9 kg and 18.8 kg, respectively.

0n-power, bi-directional, push-through fuelling is
used in both Pickering and Bruce reactors. In Pickering-A, the fuel is
moved through the channels in the same direction as the coolant flow,
whereas in Bruce-A fuelling is always opposite to the flow. The coolant
flows in opposite directions in adjacent channels in both reactors.
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TABLE 2.3.Z 8

PICKERIWG-A NGS CAUSES OF INCAPABILITY
SINCE IN-SERVICE TO 1976 DECEMBER 19

of Total Lost Production

Unit A Pressure Tubes

Unit 3 Pressure Tubes

Fuel Handling Systems

NSSS In-Service Inspection

Other NSSS Problems

Turbine and Auxiliaries

First Turbine Inspections

Generator and Auxiliaries

Others

19.9

15.7

6.5

3.7

12.7

11.2

5.6

21.3

3.1*

100.0



TABLE 2.3.3

SUMMARY OF HEAW WATER LOSSES I N PICKERING UNITS

Escape Rate

DEL* Rate (I)

Direct Loss Rate (2)

Upkeep Rate (1-1-2)

SINCE IN SERVICE

Unit 1

9.944

0.820

0.669

1.489

Unit 2

8.870

0.738

0.586

1.32'»

Unit 3

9.310

0.648

0.548

1.196

Unit 4

AVERAGE FOR

Unit 1

(kg D20/h)

10.377

0.815

0.520

1.335

12.204

0.620

0.647

1.267

Unit 2

8.268

0.517

0.517

1.034

1975, 76,

Unit 3

11.737

0.414

0.523

0.937

77

Unit 4

11.449

0.544

0.478

1.022

*DEL - Downgraded Equivalent Loss



There are twelve and thirteen fuel bundles in each
channel of the Pickering-A and Bruce-A* reactors, respectively. Fuel
management schemes which determine the number of bundles to be shifted
per fuelling operation are essentially decided upon by such factors as
fuel makeup costs, fuelling machine operating and maintenance costs,
and operating experience. Currently the following schemes are being
used in the two stations.

Pîckering-A NGS (Ref. 10)

a) Flow assist region (FAF: Inner 232 channel region in which the
hydraulic drag force associated with the heat transport heavy water
flow is used to move th* bundles two at a time down the channel
during refuelling) - 10 bundle shift (10 bundles are replaced per
channel visit).

b) Flow assist ram extension region (FARE: 1!>8 channels in the outer
region where the channel flows alone are not able to move the fuel.
An extension to the fuelling ram, called a FARE tool, is used to
increase the pressure drop in the channel) - 8 bundles shift.

Bruce-A NGS

a) Inner region (224 channels) - 4 bundle shift.

b) Outer region (256 channels) - 8 bundle shift.

Table 2.3.4 A shows a unit-by-unit breakdown of the
number of fuel bundles refuelled (or discharged) and the corresponding
electrical energy produced in Pickering-A and Bruce-A units to the end
of 1977.

An adjustment was made in the loading of the adjuster
rods in the four units of Pickering during 1975 and 1976. Therefore
using the data from Table 2.3.4 A directly to compare the burnup in
the four units is misleading. Examination of the fuel consumption
data since the adjuster loading was changed yields burnup valves of
175 MW-h/kg U for Units 1 and 2, and 190 MW-h/kg U for Units 3 and 4.
The difference is accounted for by the difference in the pressure tube
material (and thickness) Zr-2 for Units 1 and 2, and Zr-Nb for
Units 3 and 4. The current adjuster loading in the Pickering reactors
is approximately the same in terms of reactivity worth as in the current
600 MW(e) designs.

*At each end of the core one-half a bundle extends into the end shield
so that the moderated length is actually only 12 bundles long.
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TABLE 2.3.4 A

APPROXIMATE ^EARL^ BREAKDOWN OF REFUELLED BUNDLES AMP
ELECTRICAL PRODUCTION IN PICKERING-A NGS AWP 8RUCE-A NGS*

Pickering-A NGS

Bundles(xlO3)
T o t a l Energy (TW-h)

Bruce-A NGS

Bundles(xlC
T o t a l Energy (TW-

3 )

h)

( i n i t i a l charge in each uni t
no

1971

2.8

(Ini

depleted fuel bundles)

1972 1973 1974

4.0 11.5 13.1

5.7 13.7 13.3

t ia l charge in each unit

- 4680

1975

10.7
11.1

- 6240

bundles

1976

15.4

15.7

bundles
432 of these are depleted bundles with 0.4
percent 235u and are placed in positions 8
of each of the 216 channels in the central
region of the reactor)

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

-

-

- 0

0.1

!

1977

15.1

16.4

»
atom
and 9

1977

5-5

7-9

Energy production figures for Bruce-A NGS include electrical
equivalent of process steam supply to the heavy water plant
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The in-service performance of al! CANDU fuel has been
excellent. Of the 107,864 fuel bundles irradiated up to 1977 December in
all Ontario Hydro CANDUs* 99.8% have performed as designed. Table 2.3.4 B
shows the defect rate in each reactor. The table is an update of the
information reported in Ref. 8.

Note that the Douglas Point defect rate since 1972
dropped due to a change in fuel management. In Pickering-A NGS there
has also been a big improvement since 1972 when the adjuster rod
sequencing and fuel management program were changed (Ref. 10).
Table 2.3.4 C shows that since graphite Canlub (Ref. 11) fuel was intro-
duced, the defect rate in mature stations has been virtually zero.

Of the relatively few defects that have occurred, most
could be attributed (Ref. 8) to a single cause - sheath rupture due to a
substantial power increase following a prolonged period of low power.
The description of the power changes causing power ramp defects both in
Douglas Point and Pickering-A NGS are described in detail in Refs. 12 and
13.

2.3.5 E?r^oK_ContAql (Re&6. 74-27)

In the generation of electrical power by nuclear power
stations, as in other industrial activities, there has been a progressive
increase in the degree of automation. The tendency has been to develop
large scale digital computers which can perform a large number of process
control functions. A digital computer was used for the first time in
Douglas Point NGS to perform various monitoring and control tasks. The
computer was not essential since its control tasks could be carried out
manually or by a triplicated analogue system which was similar in design
to the ones used in earlier installations. However, valuable experience
was gained in the design, commissioning and operation of the Douglas
Point regulating system (Ref. 14).

A dual computer reactor control system is used in both
Pickering-A NGS and Bruce-A NGS. Two digital computers are provided for
each reactor unit and essential functions such as reactor power regulation
and boiler pressure control are executed continuously in both computers.
One computer is designated as the master computer with its outputs
connected into the system, and the other is designated as the back-up
computer. The back-up computer operates generally as though it were
controlling the plant with the exception that its outputs are isolated
from the controlling devices by interlocked contacts. Any failure is
first treated as a transient and the function is retried. If it fails on
re-try, it is assumed to be a hard failure and the control transfer is
initiated automatically.

'•Excluding Bruce-A NGS. These data are not yet available.
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TABLE 2.3.4 B

TOTAL CAWU FUEL PERFORMANCE
[7977

{Owùuu.0 Hydto PovieA

Station

NPD

Douglas Point

before 72/1/1

72/1/1 to 77/12/31

Pickering

Unit 1 -

before 72/11/1

72/11/1 to 77/12/31

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Total

Grand Total

1 rradiated

3,985

14,905

7,169

11,368

26,502

6,938

24,244

25,368

19,888

17,216

88,974

107,864

Discharged

2,759

11,273

3,537

7,736

21,822

2.258

19,564

20,688

15,208

12,536

70,254

84,286

Defective

4*

90*

66

24

99

91

8

1

6

4

110

204

% Defective

0.1

0.61

0.92

0.22

0.37

1.31

0.03

0.004

0.030

0.023

0.123

0.189

+Data for Bruce-A N6S are not yet available.

"This does not include experimental fuel defects.
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TABLE 2.3.4 C

GRAPHITE CANLUB FUEL PERFORMANCE*
{7977 Pecembe/t)

Station

NPD

Douglas Point

Pickering

Unit 1

Unît 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Total

Grand Total

Irradiated

-

5,283

13,338

13.752

10,486

9.820

42,763

48,046

Discharged

-

1,728

8.705*

9,119*

5,853*

5.187*

24,231*

25,959

Defective

-

2

0

0

0

_0.

0

2

% Defective

-

0.04

o 
o 

o 
ol 

o

0.004

Data for Bruce-A NGS are not yet available.

Calculated for a reactor core containing 99% graphite Canlub fuel.
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The design of the control systems in Pickering-A NGS
and Bruce-A NGS is described in Refs. 15 and 16 respectively.

Operating experience with computer control at Pickering-A
NGS is given in Refs. 17, 18, 19. In Ref. 19, data for the years 1973
through 1976 were analyzed and nine occasions were found when dual
computer failures occurred. An availability of 99.89% was deducted over
the four years in question. There was no dual computer failure in 1976.
The performance of the Pickering reactors was exceptional in 1977, with
a net capacity factor of 90.7% for the station.

No dual computer failures have occurred in Bruce-A NGS
since the three units were placed in service (Ref. 20).

Bruce-A reactors are also equipped with an automatic
on-line flux mapping system. The system was designed to provide a
virtually continuous three-dimensional flux map for the purpose of
monitoring spatial flux transients due to on-power fuelling and reactivity
device movements. It utilizes flux measurements from a net of $h in-core
vanadium detectors and a flux map is calculated every two minutes in the
on-line digital computer.

The system performance has been closely monitored during
the commissioning and early operating period of Bruce-A NGS and is
reported in Ref. 21. Comparisons with other on-line data and off-line
core simulations have been very favourable and have confirme! the design
intent of the system.

2.3.6

Water corrodes most metals. In water-cooled nuclear
reactors some of the corrosion products deposit on fuel sheaths in the
reactor core. There they become radioactive through bombardment with
neutrons. The corrosion products, now containing active isotopes, leave
the core and redeposit on out-reactor surfaces (Refs. 22, 23). The
presence of a radiation field around out-reactor equipment complicates
maintenance and repair.

Following are some of the measures which are currently
being used to reduce radiation fields and man-rem expenditures in
CANDU-PHW reactors (Ref. 25):

a) selection and specification of materials to reduce radioactivity,

b) tight water chemistry specifications to reduce corrosion to a
minimum,

c) high flow purification systems to remove both dissolved and
particulate corrosion products from the coolant,
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d) large scale hot filters to remove particles before they become
neutron-activated, and

e) decontamination by both the Can-Decon process (Refs. 27, 30) and
Cycling Techniques (Refs. 26, 28, 30).

Activity transport became a prominant concern of the CANDU
program in 1969-1971 when radiation fields at Douglas Point NGS rose to
high levels. A large purification system was installed at the station
in 1971. Subsequently, a more careful control of water chemistry,
increased purification flow and decontaminations by the cycling technique
have contributed to a reduction in annual dose received by station
personnel from 1935 man-rem in 1971 to 417 man-rem in 1977.

The lessons learned at Douglas Point have been used to
advantage at the Pickering-A NGS (Refs. 24, 29, 30, 31). Close attention
has been paid to chemistry control of the heat transport system water ever
since commissioning. The items which are controlled in particular are:

a) operation at high pD(pH).

b) operation under reducing conditions by ensuring an excess of
dissolved deuterium,

c) removal of both an ion and cation impurities by ensuring a continuous
bleed flow through the ion-exchange resin, and

d) continuous removal of crud by filtration of bleed flows.

Operating with a 90.7% net capacity factor and without
resorting to any method of decontamination, the total station dose in
1977 was kept to 1148 man-rem, an average of 0.6 man-rem/year per MW(e)
(Ref. 24).

2 . 3 . 7 §2^ïïï£i^_?ë4ïio/uriawçç [Rzfa. 4 -7 ,3?)

The performance (Ref. 4) of some of the major hardware in
Pickering-A NGS is briefly described below.

Steam Generators (Ref. 31)

There are approximately 3'.000 monel tubes for each reactor.
Only one tube (Unit 2: 1974 January) has leaked. It was located and
plugged in 120 hours. There was no evidence of corrosion or fretting.

Heat Transport Pumps

Each reactor has 16 pumps. They have behaved almost perfectly.
One pump in Unit 1 was carefully inspected in 1975 October after about
35,000 running hours, and found to be in mint condition. Occasionally,
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seals have had to be replaced but effect on reliability or heavy water
upkeep cost has been negligible.

Pressure Tubes

Each reactor has 390 pressure tubes. In Units 1 and 2, the
tube material is Zr-2. In Units 3 and k, it is Zr-2i Nb.

On 7^"O8-1O, a pressure tube leak wes discovered in Unit 3-
Eventually 17 tubes had to be replaced before Unit 3 returned to full
power on 75-03-31.

On 75-05-10, a pressure tube leak was detected in Unit k.
Fifty-two tubes were replaced and the unit returned to service on 76-03-25.

In each case, the leaks occurred under cold, pressurized,
shutdown conditions following a planned outage. The cause of the leaks
is described in detail in Refs. 6 and 7. It is, however, worth noting
that Unit 3, after repairs, operated at high temperature for 13i months,
then was cooled down in 1976 May for several days, and re-started with no
further leaks developing

During 1976 May, about 70 tubes in Unit 2 were inspected and
no cracks were found.

Turbine - Generators and Auxiliaries

The turbines in general have performed well with no major
damage and negligible wet steam erosion. Early problems are reported in
Ref. 6. However, in 197*»-1976, a total of 17 unit shutdowns occurred due
to hydrogen leakage into the generator stator cooling water system. In
total, these have caused about 21% of the total lost production up to
1976 December (see Table 2.3-2 B) and are the second highest contributor
to plant incapability.

The failures have been of two general types:

a) "plumbing" faults due to water-box gasket failures, water-box vent
line failures, etc. and

b) conductor failures due to conductor end vibration.

To minimize future outage time due to generator faults:

a) the windings have been more strongly braced on all generators,

b) the "plumbing" has been improved, and

c) a spare winding of the hose-type and a complete wound spare stator
have been procured.
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On-Power Refuelling

There are two computer controlled fuelling machines per
reactor. In meeting the reactivity needs of the Pickering units, they
have a record of being responsible for about 6.3% of total lost
production up to 1976 August. This is equal to about one six-day outage
per unit per annum. In 1975, their contribution to lost production was
reduced by a factor of 5.5, corresponding to about a single day outage
per unit per annum.
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2.4 SAFETY

2.4.1 Safety

The Atomic Energy Control Act (.Ref. 1) established the
Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) and empowered it, among other things,
with the licensing of nuclear power plants. The AECB does not give
detailed design and siting requirements, but states general principles
which the license applicant should follow (Ref. 2 ) . The principles
include numerical guidelines on the frequency and consequences of
accidents. Events are postulated as falling into one of two classes
(Ref. 3 ) .

1) single failures, where a normal reactor system (process system) is
assumed to fai1,

2) dual failures, where a process system is assumed to fail simultaneously
with the unavailability of any one safety system.

A design principle which makes this classification possible
is the logical and physical separation of process and safety systems, and
of each safety system from any other. For example, shutdown systems share
no mechanical or electrical devices with the reactor control systems, are
independently actuated, and are of generally diverse design.

The AECB guidelines for these two classes interpret accident
consequences as radiation dose to the public, and are (Ref. 3) as given
in Table 2.A.I.

In addition, the AECB has begun publishing a series of
licensing documents (Ref. 4); these codify existing practice.

2.4.2 Chfi.ovU.c ReleaôM: Local VopvJLa.tA.on

The AECB public dose limits (Ref. 3) for normal operation of a
nuclear plant are (Ref. 5):

Individual Dose Limit: 0.5 rem/a whole body
1.5 rem/a thyroid

Population Dose Limit: 10, man-rem/a whole body
10 thyroid rem/a

In practice, these dose limits 3re translated into radioactivity
emission limits (derived emission limits, or DEL's). The DEL's are based
on the most critical pathway for exposure of an individual due to radioactivity
released from the station. In fact, the stations (up to four reactors) are
designed and operated to achieve an emissions target of \% of the DEL for the
radionuclides emitted on an annual average basis, and this target is usually
met (Refs. 6, 7 ) .



TABLE 2.4.1

AECB GUWELWES FOR ACCWENT CÛWIT10NS

Situation

Single Failure

Dual Failure

Maxi mum
Frequency

1 per 3 a

1 per 3000 a

Individual
Dose
Limit

0.5 rem whole body
3 rem thyroid

25 rem whole body
250 rem thyroid

Total Population
Dose Limit

10. man-rem whole body
10 thyroid rem

10, man-rem whole body
10 thyroid rem
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2.4.3 Saé&ty Sy&tem

The safety systems in CANDU reactors perform the usual
functions: in case of need, they can shut down the reactor (shutdown
systems), rewet and remove decay heat from the fuel (emergency core
cooling system) and prevent release of radioactivity to the environment
(containment systems). Their detailed design and performance is
influenced by the intrinsic features of the CANDU design (Ref. 8 ) .

2.4.3.1

The reactivity capabilities of the shutdown systems are set
by the following requirements:

1) they must be able to overtake accidental power excursions
(largely sets delay and rate)

2) they must reduce post-shutdown power to decay levels consistent with
available cooling (determines depth).

On-power refuelling means that the control systems need
only a limited reactivity range. Since reactivity devices do not penetrate
the coolant pressure boundary, they are not subject to expulsion by primary
coolant hydraulic forces. Malfunction in the reactor control system,
therefore, can produce only relatively small and slow power excursions,
which do not determine shutdown system performance requirements.

A loss of coolant produces the only pressure-assisted
reactivity effect (positive coolant void effect). This cannot be
developed instantly (typical reactivity rates from large breaks being
at most 8 mk/s). The rate of power rise is further moderated by the
long prompt neutron lifetime (about 0.9 ms), so that for large breaks, a
shutdown signal delay of about half a second, a shutdown reactivity depth
of 50 mk, and a rate of about 30 mk/s are adequate. The shutdown devices
penetrate the moderator but not the coolant pressure boundary, and so are
not subject to the hydraulic forces resulting from a large pipe break.

Within the reactor core, pressure tubes are the pressure
boundary. The thickness is such that any growing defect causes
detectable leakage long before the tube breaks (Ref. 9)- Postulated
ruptures of a pressure tube are analyzed, bui: because the maximum break
size is small, the consequences are limited, and no significant damage
to other in-core components (other pressure tubes, shutdown systems) is
expected (Ref. 10).
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Further, the pressure tubes are arranged in the optimal
way for criticality, to conserve neutrons. Almost any core rearrange-
ment is less reactive.

The characteristics of the shutdown systems are, therefore,
set largely by out-of-core events (large pipe breaks) rather than in-core
events.

CANDU reactors have used three types of shutdown mechanisms.
Moderator dump (draining the moderator out of the calandria) is used
in earlier reactors. Solid shutoff rods (gravity driven and spring
assisted) and injection of liquid neutron absorber into the moderator
are used currently.

Canadian regulatory practice requires the analysis of
accidents assuming the impairment of any safety system. In particular,
one must assume that an entire shutdown system is unavailable. The
analysis of unterminated power excursions is difficult. To reduce
their frequency to such a low level that their analysis was not required,
designers proposed (and included) a second independent shutdown system
on more recent plants. This provision has now become a regulatory
requi rement.

2.4.3.2

The emergency core cooling system (ECCS) re-establishes
fuel cooling (rewetting) following a loss-of-coolant accident, and maintains
the water inventory in the heat transport system sufficient for long-term
coo ling.

For very small primary breaks (around 6 cm2, or 0.2% of
maximum)* the normal coolant makeup system car prevent net loss of
fluid from the circuit. The ECCS serves only as a backup supply. For
slightly larger breaks (up to a percent or so), safety valves on the
secondary coolant systems cool and depressurize the primary coolant
system down to ECCS pressure before very much coolant has escaped.
The ECCS serves here as a makeup system. For large breaks (up to the
maximum postulated of about 0.5 m 2) the ECCS provides enough flow to
reflood the core, regardless of break location.

In addition, the moderator is avcliable as a backup heat
sink, since a heat rejection path exists from the fuel, through the
pressure tube and the calandria tube to the moderator fluid and the
moderator heat exchangers. This heat sink is effective enough to prevent
core damage for a large range of postulated ECCS impairments.

* The maximum is assumed to be a double-ended rupture of the largest pipe.
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2.4.3.3 CqntaA.vme.nt

The functions of the containment system (following a pipe
break) are to:

1) condense the discharging steam and thereby suppress the overpressure,

2) contain the activity release, if any, for the duration of the overpressure.

3) provide a means of long term cooling and filtration for staying below
atmospheric pressure.

In single unit plants, each reactor has its own independent
containment building which includes both an initial means of pressure sup-
pression (water dousing) and a long term means of pressure suppression (air
coolers and a filtration system). Its leak rate is typically 0.5% per day
at design pressure.

In multi-unit containment (Ref. 11), each reactor vault is con-
nected by a duct through banks of self-actuating valves to a common dousing
system. This is inside a separate building kept at reduced pressure (the
vacuum building). Such an approach is economic on multi-unit plants and confers
a substantial ability to overtake a loss-of-coolant pressure transient.
Consequently the allowable leak rate is larger - \% per hour at design pressure.

2.4.4 Saje-ty Relate.d RzieaAch and Vtve.lopme.wt

The following areas have been, and are being, studied (Ref.12,13).

2.4.4.1

The thrust here is to develop and verify computer codes (Refs.
1*1,15) which predict the pressure and flow transients in the reactor.
Solving the one-dimensional conservation equations (of mass, energy and
momentum) for two-phase flow has so far been adequate, because of the linear
nature of the primary heat transport circuit. Current developments are aimed
at prediction of thermal nonequi1ibriurn effects between the coolant phases
(Ref. 16).

2.4.4.2 He.at

Critical heat flux is measured in full-scale horizontal out-of-
pile tests, and in vertical, in-pile tests.

The codes referred to in section 2.U.A.I are supported by tests
on full-scale, electrically heated horizontal fuel channels, with parallel
channel capability.

2.4.4.3

Codes have been developed to analyze conduction and radiation heat
transfer from fuel to moderator, and are being verified at the WNRE site.
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2.4.4.4 Fuel Element and Sheath BzhavlouK

The aspects of fuel behaviour studied include swelling or
straining of the sheaths as a function of temperature and pressure
differential (Ref. 17), and on the embrittlenient of sheaths due to
oxygen pickup (Ref. 18) or to the Zr-Be braze used to attach the
appendages. The data from the laboratory tests have been included
in uni-dimensional models which can be used to predict fuel behaviour
under postulated transients. A more fundamental multi-dimensional
model is being developed but is several years away from completion.

2.4.4.5

Experimental work has veri f ied "leak before break" (Ref. 9) ,
and the absence of propagation of a pressure tube break to other pressure
tubes (Ref. 10).

2.4.5 Fuel Cycle.

2.4.5.1 ShqUj;&m_StqJiaQe._lÛn_Site,l (Rerf. 19)

The irradiated fuel discharged from the reactor is stored in
water filled bays at the station. The fuel sheath is then the first con-
tainment barrier. The second containment barrier are the bays (and their
water). These are of double-walled reinforced concrete construction with
an interspace between the walls. This interspace (a third containment
barrier) is monitored to detect and collect any leakage of bay water out
from the bay or ground water in from outsidu. The bay water is monitored
to measure temperature and to detect any leakage of radioactivity from
the stored fuel. The ventilation exhaust from the storage bay area is
also monitored for radioactivity.

2.4.5.2 Iî^e^î!.S$ÇA.aae_[On-artd_O^-Sit(;.[ iRetfA. 20, 21

Among the options being examined for interim storage are
water cooling (with the fuel in pools) and ;iir-cooling, with the fuel in
concrete canisters (Ref. 22). The former i". similar to short term
storage in pools, and can be either on- or off-site. For the latter,
containment barriers are provided by the fuel sheath, a welded steel can
which encloses the bundles, and the concretes outer vessel. No forced
cooling or power requirements are necessary

2.4.5.3 iMMgqiltatiqn !R^- 23)

Spent fuel will be shipped to off-site storage in shielded
shipping containers. These will conform to International Atomic Energy
Agency standards, which imply an ability to withstand the postulated
accident conditions of transport with only ci very limited reduction in
containment and shielding efficient.
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2.5 URANIUM UTILIZATION

2.5.? inltijxJL Loading

The initial load for a 638 MW(e) unit consists of 4560 fuel
bundles containing-85 Mg of uranium. Thus the initial load is 0.134
Mg/MW(e).

2.5.2 T/iteh Tumi Holdup

Typically six months supply of fresh fuel is kept on hand
at the reactor. Assuming an average fuel discharge burnup of 7000
MW-d/Mg U and an 80% load factor, this amounts to 2431 bundles containing
45.5 Mg of uranium (i.e., 0.0713 Mg(U)/MW(e).

2.5.3 EqcUtibfUum F&zd Rate.

The equilibrium feed rate assuming 7000 MW-d/Mg U average
discharge burnup and 80% load factor is 4863 bundles per year containing
90.9 Mg of uranium. Thus the equilibrium feed rate is 0.1425 Mg Uper MV/(e)
(@ 80% load factor).

The equilibrium feed rate is established shortly after refuel-
ling is required. This is about 100 full power days after start-up, or at
80% load factor after 125 days or 0.342 years. Somewhat higher than equili-
brium feed rates are required for a short interval after fuelling commences
if none of the first charge fuel, discharged after residing only in channel
end positions, is returned into another channel to receive further irradi-
ation.

2.5.4 Lt^e&ime RzquUAamznti>

The total amount of fuel required by time, t (for t>0.342
years), including initial charge and fresh fuel holdup is (assuming 80%
load factor)

4560 + 2431 + 4863 (t - 0.342) bundles
i.e., 5328 + 4863 t bundles

or
0.1337 + 0.0713 + 0.1425 (t - 0.342) Mg U/MW(e)

i.e., 0.1563 + 0.1425 t Mg U/MW(e)

The lifetime requirements, assuming a 30-year lifetime at
80% load factor and that the fresh fuel holdup is reduced to zero at the
end of life, are: 4.36 Mg U/MW(e).
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2.6 ENVIRONMENTAL DATA

The reference design used here is the 600 MW(e) CANDU-PHW.
This design was used for the New Srurswick Electric Power Commission's
Point Lepreau Generating Station which is presently under construction.
In 1977 the NBEPC published a report Environmental Assessment for the
Point Lepreau Generating Station which deals with many of the subjects
discussed in this section.

2.6.1 Land toe

The 600 MW(e) Generating Station is required by the regula-
tory authorities to have an exclusion zone of 1 km in radius immediately
surrounding the plant site. Any occupied land or residences initially
present within this area would be acquired by the operator and vacated
prior to the start-up of the generating station.

Construction of the station requires 77 hectares of the
above area to be cleared of existing vegetation. This total includes
an access road, worker housing and construction equipment sites and
storage and waste management areas. There is an added requirement of
land for a transmission line corridor to existing power lines. In the
case of Point Lepreau Generating Station the corridor reauired an
additional 96 hectares of land.

2.6.2 Waten. ConAumptien

The station requires water for cooling the reactor, for
steam generation and for general plant operation. Closed systems utili-
zing light or heavy water (D2O) are used to cool some reactor components.
Intermediate closed systems using light water are interposed between any
system which may become radioactive and the final coolant which may be
fresh or salt water.

Fresh water will be required during the construction and
operation phases of the station. During construction, approximate water
requirements are 0.13 m3/min. During operation, fresh water is required
for the auxiliary power plant, domestic water, emergency water supply and
fire protection systems. The quantity required will vary from 2.5 m /s
to a maximum of 8.8 m 3/s.

The cooling water requirement for the station is approximately
32 m V s for which 27.*t m3/s if required for the reactor condenser system
and 5 m3/s is required for the remaining service systems. This water will
be returned to the water body which supplies the cooling water.

Irreversible loss of water will be confined to the increase
in evaporation rate during cooling of the heated discharge.
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2.6.3 Hzat VÀAzkangzd to WateA

A once-through cooling system is used at present for this
type of generating station although alternative systems are possible.
Discharge will be via a surface channel or submerged outfalî depending
on local conditions.

The cooling water will be raised in temperature by passage
through the heat exchange systems within the generating station. The
design temperature rise is M.1°C and under normal operating conditions
the temperature rise w M l not exceed 13.3°C. The total heat rejection
from the station will be approximately 1,600 MW.

2.6.4 Radioactive.

The CANDU-600 PHW station will discharge small quantities
of radioactive materials to the atmosphere and to the cooling water
recipient (lake, large river or ocean). The maximum permissible releases
of radionuclides from these stations are dervied from the recommendations
of the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP).
Canadian regulatory authorities, station designers and operators have
agreed on a target for annual radioactive releases, during normal
operation, of one per cent or less of those releases corresponding to
the ICRP maximum permissible dose for individual members of the public.

2.6.4.1

Based on operating experience with CANDU-PHW plants the
projected annual airborne releases per reactor are:

Tritium 7.1 x 103 Ci (2.6 x lO1" Bq)

Noble gases 1250 Ci-MeV

lodine-131 5 x ÎO'1* Ci (1.9 x 107 Bq)

Particulates 2.0 x 10"3 Ci (7.*) x 107 Bq)

2.6.4.2

Based on operating experience with CANDU-PHW plants the
projected annual liquid effluent releases for a 600 MW station are given
below. Before discharge wastes are diluted in the station cooling water
flow of 32 m 3/s.

Tritium 3 x 10" Ci (1.1 x 10 l s Bq)

Total mixed fission
and activation
products 3 x 10" Ci (1.1 x 10 1 0 Bq)
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2.6.5 ChemlcaZ

All chemical wastes requiring treatment prior to discharge
will be directed to approved treatment facilities.

2.6.5.1

Chlorine may be added to the condenser cooling system
periodically to prevent the accumulation of biological growths on condenser
tube surfaces. General practice is to add chlorine in sufficient numbers
to satisfy the chlorine demand of the system and to provide a residual
level of 0.5 ppm in the condenser discharge. A typical dosage schedule
is for 20 minutes every six hours for each half of a condenser.

2.6.5.2

Water treatment facilities will normally consist of
coagulation-filtration and a démineraiization system.

Wastes from the coagulation-filtration system will be routed
through a settling basin. After settling, the liquid will be neutralized
before discharge.

Dimineralizatîon of boiler feed water will be by cation/anion
exchange. The discharges from the démineraiization units will contain
both caustic and acid streams. These streams will be treated to produce
a neutralized effluent and adequate settling on any solids.

2.6.5.3

Hydrazine and cyclohexylamine (or morpholine) will be added
in small quantities to the boiler feed water for oxygen scavenging and
corrosion control. Blowdown from the boilers will be diluted with
cooling water outflow before discharge.

2.6.6 Social Impact Factou

The most serious social impact resulting from the construction
and operation of a generating station is tha demand for temporary and
permanent living accommodation that is created by the influx of workers.
Construction of a CANDU-600 takes place over a six year period
and requires a peak labour force of approximately 1250 people.

Approximately 225 operating staff are required to run and
maintain the generating station. Operations staff will tend to become
permanent residents in the area.
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2.7 Uon-Vn.olLheAaU.on XXvta.

In CANDl'-PHW reactors operating on a once-through, natural
uranium cycle, no separated fissile material occurs at any point in the
cycle. However, fissile plutonium is present in the irradiated fuel and
could be separated by chemical means.

As a non-proliferation measure, CANDU-PHW 600 MW(e) reactor
units include provisions for the application of IAEA safeguards. The
associated equipment has been described in section 2.1.8. In this section
the safeguards scheme, using this equipment, will be briefly outlined.
Basic data related to non-proliferation will also be given.

2.7.1

The objective of the safeguards scheme is to ensure timely
detection of diversion of significant amounts of nuclear material from its
reported use. The scheme used is based on: a) material accounting, arid b)
surveillance and containment.

Material accounting is applied using the fuel bundle as a basic
unit. This is possible because, within narrow limits, all bundles for a
given CANDU reactor contain the same amount of uranium.. Bundles will be
verified on a random basis by non-destructive techniques, both to determine
the amount of uranium in the irradiated fuel and to ensure that the bundles
in the irradiated fuel storage bay are not dummies.

While material accounting is the simplest and most direct method
of ensuring that there has been no diversion, it must be supplemented by
other methods, since some of the fuel is inaccessible and there can be too
many bundles to count easily. Surveillance and containment are used as
complementary measures by IAEA inspection ersonnel to verify that the
inventory and movement of nuclear material is as reported.

Figure 2.7.1 shows schematically the flow of fuel through the
reactor system. The area within the dotted line is instrumented to detect
diversion of spent fuel as outlined in section 2.1.8. The criteria used
are as fol lows:

Adequate Coverage - All diversion routes should be under inspection to
ensure detection if diversion occurs.

Sensitivity - The instruments, techniques and procedures used should detect
the movement of the minimum significant quantity of nuclear material across
a diversion boundary.

Timeliness - Detection of diversion should occur promptly.

Reliability - There should be a high degree of assurance that instruments
and techniques are capable of continuous operation.
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Redundancy - No matter how reliable, instruments do fail. The system
should be designed so a single component failure does not invalidate the
entire system.

Tamper Indicating - Unattended instruments should indicate when they have
been tampered with.

Minimum Intevfenae - The application of safeguards should not significantly
interfere with the operation of the facility.

Easy Data Reduction - The data generated from the safeguards program should
provide direct, easily detected, evidence of diversion.

The goal of timely detection of diversion can be satisfied
with six routine inspections per annum spaced at two month intervals. At
each inspection the following procedures give assurance that diversion
would be detected with several levels of redundancy:

(a) video tapes and films from surveillance cameras are reviewed to
determine if abnormal events have occurred,

(b) yes/no monitors are examined to ensure they are intact and a number
chosen by a random sample plan, are read to ensure no highly radio-
active material has passed them,

(c) seals on safeguards equipment are examined to entire they are satisfactory,

(d) the bundle counters records ar^ read to determine the net flow of spent
fuel past those key measurement points,

(e) all spent fuel not in cages is visually inspected, counted, and verified
using the bundle verifier: this number should agree with the bundle
counters records,

(f) the verified fuel is placed in cages, the cage is sealed, and seal
identities recorded,

(g) the identities of some seals on cages previously sealed, chosen by a
random sample plan, are found and checked against records.

(h) safeguards equipment is serviced, and

(i) station accounting records are checked and compared with the data
gathered from the instruments.

Alternative procedures could be used to reduce the inspection
effort, with some reduction in the level of redundancy.

In the event that the IAEA are unable to prove that there has
not been diversion, they are charged with the following actions:

"The inspectors shall report any non-compliance to the Director General
who shall thereupon transmit the report to the Board of Governors.
The Board shall call upon the recipient State or States to remedy
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forthwith any non-compliance which it finds to have occurred. The
Board shall report the non-compliance to all members and to the
Security Council and General Assembly of the United Nations. In
the event of failure of the recipient State or States to take fully
corrective action within a reasonable time, the Board may take one
or both of the following measures: direct curtailment or suspension
of assistance being provided by the Agency or by a member, and call
for the return of materials and equipment made available to the
recipient member or group of members. The Agency may also, in
accordance with article XIX, suspended any non-complying member from
the exercise of the privileges and rights of membership."

2.7.2 E£ki££O£ta (600 MW[e) CAWU-FHW wnJbbt>)

Inventories

Reactor fuel - 4560 bundles (85.27 Mg U)

Fresh fuel - 2431 bundles (45.47 Mg U) (- six months' supply)

Spent fuel in storage bays: (80% L.F.)

One year - 4863 bundles (90.94 Mg U)

Ten years - 48630 bundles (909.4 Mg U)

Spent fuel bay plutonium (based on 3.7 g Pu/kg H.E.)

One year - 336 kg (total plutonium)

Ten years - 3360 kg

Heavy Water Inventory 480 Mg D_0.

Rates

Fuel throughput - 4863 bundles/a (90.94 Mg/a)

Plutonium production - 336 kg/a (total plutonium)

Isotopic Composition of Fuel (g/kg H.E.)

Table 2.2.6 A shows the isotopic compo:ition of the fuel as a function
of irradiation.

Dose Rates from Irradiated Fuel

Figure 2.7.2 A gives the estimated dost-, rate (rem/h) at a distance of
1 m, from an irradiated (7-5 MW'd/kg) CANDU bundle as a function of the cooling
time in years. Distance is measured from the centre of the bundle axis in a
direction perpendicular to the axis.
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Figure 2.7-2 B gives, the estimated relative dose rate as a function of
distance from the bundle, as defined above. Beyond ] m, the dependence
follows a 1/r2 law very closely.

Security

Site security is the responsibility of local (national) authorities
and currently follows normal industrial practice quite closely. The IAEA
categorization of materials is followed.

Accountabi1ity

a) Fuel bundles - item counting.

b) Plutonium content - calculated from bundle irradiation and plutonium
content for that irradiation. Bundle irradiation comes from fuel manage-
ment information.

Process Modification

The fuel residence time in the reactor can be modified.

Equipment Accessibility

Since CANDU plants are designed for easy maintenance, equipment is
readily accessible for modification.

2.S Economic* (600 MW(e) unit)

2.S.I

The cost data given in this section are based on actual con-
struction data for the single 638 MW(e) (net) CANDU-PHW reactor under con-
struction at Gentilly, and on actual fuel and operating experience from a
number of operating CANDU-PHW reactors. These data have been put in a form
suitable for use in intercomparisons with estimates for other reactors and
fuel cycles. For this purpose, an up-dated version of the computer code,
CANCAP-1973 (Ref. 1), was used. The same code was also used to study the
effects of variations in important parameters as discussed in a later
section.

2.8.2 5^2^.E^24

The following ground rules were adopted for the purpose of
deriving reference costs:

a) A U costs and prices are quoted in 1978 Canadian dollars.

b) A zero escalation rate has been used throughout.

c) Equal interest and discount rates of 4%/a have been assumed.

d) Reactor construction is assumed to start in 1978 and last 6 years,
with a defined shape for the cash flow over this period as shown in
Figure 2.8.2. The reactor is assumed to be in-service in ]38k and to
operate at 80% load factor for a lifetime of thirty years, at which
time it is decommissioned. Key dates for reactor construction and
operation are given in Table 2.8.2 A.
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TABLE 2.8.2 A

KEY DATES* FOR REACTOR CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION

Reference Date

Start of Construction

Heavy Water Purchase

Initial Fuel Charge Purchase

Reactor In Service

Annual 06M and Heavy Water Upkeep
Begins

Commence Purchase Replacement Fuel

Commence Refuelling

Reactor Shutdown, Decommissioning

1978.0

1978.0

1983.5

1983.5

1984.0

1984.5

1984.0

1984.5

2014.0

^Terminology Note: 1978.0 means beginning 1978
January

1984.5 means end 1984 June,
e tc .
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The reference values of the main relevant economic parameters are
given in Table 2.8.2 B.

2.S.3

All costs are quoted in 1978 dollars capitalized and discounted
to the year of reactor inservice. Account is taken of the cash flow and
interest charges during construction up to the inservice date, and thereafter
all costs and product are discounted back to the inservice date. Further
explanation is provided by examples of the methodology presented below:

Operating Costs, etc.

rime

Reactor
In Service

In the above diagram; •

T_ = Start of construction

TH = Date of purchase of initial heavy water inventory
H

T- = Reactor inservice date

fuel inventory

T 0 " T S = A t 2

During construction interest rate i is applicabl , and after the inservice
date, discount rate, d, is applied.

If CQ is the total direct plus indirect capital costs (ex-
cluding initial heavy water and initial fuel charge), expressed in dollars
of year T_, which is spent over the construction and commissioning period
At2, such that a fraction f(x)dx is spent over period dx, x years after
construction starts, then
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TABLE 2.8.2 B

BASE VALUES OF ECONOMIC PARAMETERS*

FOR REFERENCE NATURAL URANIUM REACTOR

U308Cost

Heavy Water Cost

Fuel Fabrication Cost

Fabricated Fuel Bundle Cost

Plant Capacity Factor

Plant Life

Heavy Water Upkeep Rate

Shipping and Repository Fuel
Disposal Cost

Escalation Rate

Interest Rate

Discount Rate

Cost of Decommissioning Reactor
at End of Life

Heat Rejection Sink

99 $/kg (117 $/kg U)

270 $/kg

55 $/kg U**

172 $/kg U

80*

30 years

0.6/kg h/prtmary circuit loop

17 $/kg U

0%

k%

h%

30 M $

Fresh Water

* All costs are in 1978 Canadian Dollars

** Including conversion of the oxides
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f(x)dx = 1.0
0

and the capital costs capitalized to in-service date TQ are

Total Capital Costs _ « . / , . , ^ 2 fAt2 ,, »
at in-service date C0 U U / ,rzr^ * dx

Similarly, if CD is the annual product (net generated electricity) value in
Ts dollars then the total product value over the plant lifetime of 30 years,
discounted to in-service date Tg

30

A
1=1

T*-

where t. = number of years reactor has been in-service.

Consequently, the average product cost in T_ dollars

_ Sum of all capital and discounted capitalized operating costs
Total discounted product over reactor lifetime

2.8.4

Capital costs include interest charges to the in-service
date, the initial fuel and heavy water inventory, take account of spares,
but because electrical generating equipment is not taxed in Canada, do
not include taxes.

In these estimates the heavy water for both primary and moderator
systems, and the initial fuel charge, are purchased six months before reactor
in-service date.

Z.S.5

Table 2.9.1 B lists all components of operational costs including
salaries, maintenance and materials, heavy water upkeep, replacement fuel,
spent fuel disposal and reactor decommissioning, capitalized and discounted
to the in-service date.

In the above it is assumed that ten years after the reactor
in-service date, the local fuel storage facility is full and thereafter
cooled irradiated fuel is transferred from the local storage pond at the
equilibrium refuelling rate, to a central repository.



At final reactor shutdown, all remaining fuel in the reactor
and in the local pond is transferred to the central repository. At reactor
shutdown a charge of 30 M $ is assumed against reactor decommissioning
(Ref. 2). Note that no credit is given for the station inventory of heavy
water which will be on hand at that time.

2.8.6

In Table 2.9.1 C the capital and operational costs have been
expressed as unit costs (i.e., dollars/kW(e)) and as average product cost.

2.S.7

(1) J.R. Frey et al, CANCAP 1973. AECL unpublished report TDVI-33i».

(2) G.N. Unsworth, "Decommissioning of the CANDU-PHW Reactor". Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited report, AECL-5687 (1977).

2.9 VcuUcuUon o& Important

2.9 J Muttç;v4 _Sln^z _U nçt_SZa£Lo m

The bulk of the CANDU-PHW capacity being constructed or oper-
ating is in the form of multi-unit stations rather than single-unit stations.
It therefore seemed most appropriate to use a unit of a multi-unit station
as a reference case.

The significant differences between a multi-unit and a single-
unit station are

a) the site is larger for a multi-unit station and the replication and use
of common services have the effect of reducing unit costs, and

b) in a multi-unit station, individual reactor containment is replaced by
a common vacuum building of the type used at the Pickering and Bruce
generating stations.

Apart from the effect on economics, the changes associated with
a multiple-unit station can be derived direct!/ from the information given
for a single-unit station. Therefore we will deal only with economic
.ffects in this section.

The ground rules and costing methods are the same as those
described in section 2.8.

Information on capital cost, discounted capitalized operating
costs, and unit and product costs are given in Tables 2.9.1 A, 2.9.1 B and
2.9.1 C respectively, per 638 MW(e) unit in k x 638 MW(e) station.
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TABLE 2.9.1 A

CANDU-PHW ONCE-THROUGH DIRECT AND INDIRECT CAPITAL COST ESTIMATES*

Description

S i te/1mprovements

Buildings/Structures

Reactor/Boiler, Auxiliaries

Turbine Generator and Auxiliaries

Electric Power Systems

Control and Instruments

Common Processes and Servîces

Total Direct Capital Cost

Engineering and Other Services

Heavy Water Inventory

Contingencies

Initial Fuel Inventory

Commissioning Cost

Interest to In-Service Date

Total Indirect Capital Cost

TOTAL CAPITAL COST (including fuel)

4 x 638 MW(e)
Reference

Case

(M$)
0.6

67.1

78.0

52.9

23.5

13.5

15.5

251.0

103.6

129.9

31.2

14.9

28.6

51.3

359.4

610.4

4 x 1000 MW(e)
Reference
Case

(M$)
0.6

84.3

114.8

76.7

36.8

15.1

22.4

350.7

145.2

210.0

45.8

22.6

33.1

72.6

529.3

879.9

* The accounting system used here is an internal one.
Costs are given per unit.



TABLE 2.9.1 B

DISCOUNTED OPERATIONAL COSTS

Description

0 and M

Heavy Water Upkeep

Replacement Fuel

Spent Fuel Disposal

Decommission ing

Total Discounted Capitalized
Operational Costs

Single 638 MW(e)
Unit (M$)

151.4

50.1

280.3

19.6

9.3

510.7

4 x 638 MW(e)
Reference
Case (M$)
(per unit)

113.9

50.1

280.3

19.6

9.3

473.1

4 x 1000 MW(e)
Reference
Case (M$)
(per unit)

143.6

75.0

421.5

29.5

13.0

682.6

TABLE 2.9.1 C

UNIT COST AND PRODUCT COST SUMMARY

Description

Unit Initial Capital
($/KW(e)

Unit Total Discounted
Capitalized Operating Cost

($/KW(e)

Total Discounted Unit Cost
($/kW(e)

Average Product Cost
(m$/kW.h)

Single 638 MW(e)
Unit

1098.4

800.4

1898.8

15.7

4 •• 638 MW(e)
.ference
Case

956.8

741.5

1698.3

14.0

4 x 1000 MW(e)
Reference

Case

879-9

682.6

1562.5

12.9
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2.9.2

Costs have also been derived for a 1000 MW(e) unit in a k x 1000
MW(e) station in view of the INFCE decision to use 1000 MW(e) units as a basis
for intercomparisons. Starting with the basic 638 MW(e) unit, the reactor was
enlarged in a manner based on joint AECL/OH design and development for
a 1250 MW(e) unit, to produce 1000 MW(e).

The most relevant parameters for this 1000 MW(e) unit are given
in Table 2.9.2 A, along with those for the 638 MW(e) unit for comparison.
Note that the larger reactor has more fuel channels, a higher radial form
factor, a higher reactivity load associated with increased core parasitic
absorption, and a slightly higher average burnup. The larger reactor also
has three primary circuit loops, each with slightly larger pumps and boilers.

Information on capital costs, discounted capitalized operating
costs and unit and product costs is given in Tables 2.9.1 A, 2.9.1 B and 2.9.1 C.
The effect of increasing unit size from 638 MW(e) to 1000 MW(e) is to reduce
unit costs and average product cost by about S%.

2.9.3

Variations in interest and discount rates, heavy water price
and U.Og price were studied for the 638 MW(e) unit as part of a A x 638 MW(e)
station.

The results are shown in Figures 2.9.3 A, 2.9.3 B and 2.9.3 C
for a range of interest rates from 0 - 12%/a and for discount minus interest
rates from 0 - 12l/a. Table 2.9.3 A shows the sensitivity of unit and product
costs to heavy water price over a range from 150 to 450 1978 Canadian $/kg.
Table 2.9.3 B shows the effects of a range of U,0p prices from 99 to 220
(1978 Canadian $/kg). i °

2.10 Te.thvtlc.al Statai and RSV

As shown in Table 1 of Section 1, CANDU-PHWs having a total
net electrical generating capacity of 5000 MW(e) are currently operating,
with the largest unit being about 750 MW(e). In addition, CANDU-PHWs with a
total net electrical generating capacity of over 11,000 MW(e) are at various
stages of construction. Since the operation of existing units has been
highly successful, it is fair to say that the basic concept of the CANDU-
PHW operating on a once-through, natural urnaium cycle is technically and
commercially proven.

It does not automatically follow, however, that there is no
further need for on-going research and development associated with the con-
cept.

2.10.1

Canada has a program for the continued exploitation of the
CANDU-PHW concept as one of the means for meeting future energy needs.
Research and development is a part of this program.



TABLE 2.9.2 A

BASIC PARAMETERS OF REFERENCE REACTORS

Parameter

Core Radius (m)

Core Length (m)

Reflector Thickness

Lattice Pitch (m)

Number of Channels

Pressure Tube ID (mm)

Heavy Water Purity (wt% D20)

Radial Form Factor

Maximum Channel Power (MW).

Reactivity Load (mk)

Fuel Enrichment

Elements per Fuel Bundle

Average Fuel Burnup

- (MW-h/kg U)

- (MW-h/te U)

Number of Coolant Loops

Number of Pumps per Loop

Number of Boilers per Loop

Heat Transfer Area/Boiler (m2)

Channel Outlet Pressure (MPa)

Channel Outlet Temperature (°C)

Channel Outlet Quality (%)

Net Electric MW(e)

Net Station Efficiency {%)

Main Heat Rejection

k x 638 MW(e)
CANDU-PHW

3.142

5.9M»

0.655

0.28575

380

103.A

99.75

0,823

6.6

17.5
Natural

37

170

7000

2

2

2

3177

10.29

312

2.9

638
29.2

Fresh Water

h x 1000 MW(e)
CANDU-PHW

3.871
5.9Mt

0.655

0.28575

577
103.A

99.75

0.85
6.6

18.5
Natural

37

176

7300

3

2

2

3320

10.29

312

2.9

1000

29.2

Fresh Water
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TABLE 2.9.3 A

STATION COSTS V HEAVY WATER COST
(4 x 638 MW(e) station)

Unit Initial Capital ($/kW(e))

Total Discounted Unit Cost ($/kW(e))

Average Product Cost (m $/kW*h)

Heavy Water Cost ($/kg)

150

861.1

1567.7

12.9

270

956.8

1698.3

Ï4.0

i»50

1100.3

1894.2

15.6

TABLE 2.9.3 B

STATION COSTS V U,C0 COST3 o

(4 x 638 MW(e) station)

Total Discounted Fuel Cost
(m $/kW-h)

Average Product Cost
(m $/kW-h)

U3Cg Cost ($/lb)/($/kg)

45/99

3.8

14.0

60/132

4.7

14.9

80/176

5.8

16.1

100/220

7.0

17.2
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FIGURE 2.9.3 B
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(4 x 638 MWe Station)
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There are a number of reasons for continued research and devel-
opment. These are associated with reactor lifetime, larger unit sizes,
system improvements, better fundamental understanding and industrial support.

Reactor Lifetime

The 30-year design lifetime for CANDU-PHW units has not as yet
been fully demonstrated. While there is little doubt that this lifetime
will be achieved, experience accumulated on maintenance and replacement
rates will be important for a final evaluation of the concept. There are
two areas which deserve special mention — pressure tube life and tritium
buildup.

The 1ife-1! mi ting effect for the pressure tubes, which are
replaceable, is neutron-enhanced creep deformation. By its very nature,
the study of creep is a long-term program. Research and development on
the topic is expected to provide the basis for optimum design, performance
and treatment of materials.

About one-third of the radiation dose being received by plant
maintenance personnel at operating CANDU-PHW; is due to tritium. Other
things being equal, this will increase as th = heavy water irradiation
accumulates resulting in higher tritium levels. Existing technology can be
used to provide for removal of tritium from the coolant and moderator when
required. However there is scope for developing better processes and, in
any case, a demonstration unit may be needed.

Larger Unit Sizes

There is expected to be a trend to larger unit reactor sizes
in Canada in the future. This increases the incentive for high reliability
and introduces new requirements in the fields of reactor instrumentation
and spatial power control.

System Improvements

Part of the research and developnent program is aimed at evol-
utionary improvements in design, to maintain and improve high capacity
factors and safety features, and to reduce energy costs. To minimize
costs, maximize reliability and avoid obsolescence, it is important to
keep abreast of changing technology.

Better Fundamental Understanding

We have a research program with the objective of obtaining a
fuller understanding of all phenomena associated with the reactor system.
This program provides us with a response capability to solve problems
arising in the operation of reactor units before the problems become
critical.
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The policy has paid off in the past. Some examples of prob-
lems successfully dealt with by the application of research and development
are:

a) excessive heavy water leakage from the Douglas Point reactor,

b) fuel failures due to power ramping in the Douglas Point and Pickering
Unit 1 reactors,

c) over-runs in man-rem budgets for exposure of maintenance personnel to
radiation,

d) poor quality mechanical components, and

e) delayed hydrogen cracking of some of the zirconium-2.5% niobium pressure
tubes in Pickering Units 3 and 4.

Industrial Support

In general, the end point of the laboratory research and devel-
opment projects is the transfer of the technology to industry in a form
suitable for its subsequent use.

2.10.1.2 EAJ

A broad research and development program is being carried out
in Canada in support of the CANDU-PHW concept. This has components in
safety, fuel channel materials and design, ojt-reactor components, systems
chemistry, heat transfer and fluid dynamics, reactor physics, control and
instrumentation, and fuel design and performance. Table 2.10.1 gives an
approximate estimate of professional manpowe' directly involved, along with
its distribution and some sample topics.

2.10.2 R ê V Re.qtWLme.nti jon. OtheA. Cou v&vtu

For other countries adopting the CANDU-PHW concept with once-
through natural uranium fuelling, research and development requirements
would depend on national policy and arrangements made with Canada for transfer
of technology. National licencing regulations and practice could also have
a bearing if they differed from those in Canada.

Providing no research and development were required to satisfy
different licencing requirements, no researci and development would be
required to operate units supplied by Canada. On the other hand anyone
wishing to exploit CANDU-PHW technology independently would have to acquire
existing technology either by transfer or by investing an effort, similar
to the Canadian effort, in research and development.
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TABLE 2.10.1

CANADIAN R 6 D PROGRAM IN SUPPORT OF

ONCE-THROUGH, NATURAL URANIUM CANDU-PHW CONCEPT

Area Sample Topics Direct Profes-
sional Manpower

SAFETY

THERMOHYDRAULICS

FUEL

FUEL CHANNEL

SYSTEM CHEMISTRY

REACTOR PHYSICS

INSTRUMENTATION
AND CONTROL

ELECTRONIC
SYSTEMS

OUT-REACTOR
COMPONENTS

LOC Accidents
Transients
Fuel Integrity during Transient 35
ECCS
Containment
Fuel Channel Integrity

Horizontal CHF
Design Improvements 15
Testing
Fuel Models
Behaviour of Defected Fuel 6 Products 15
Improved Design

Creep Behaviour
Delayed Hydrogen Cracking 25
Improved Materials
Improved Design

Activity Transport
Circuit Treatments 5
Tritium Separation

Reactor Dynamics
Improved Methods
Fuel Management 10
Assessment
Experimental

Computer Control
Dynamic Simulation
Improved Design
Detectors 15
D_0 Monitors

Distributed Systems 10

Fuel 1i ng Machine
Low Leakage Components (punps, valves,
NDT and Inspection joints)
Vibration, Wear, etc.
Steam Generators, Heat Exchangers, etc.

NON-PROLIFERATION Safeguards

175
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(This does not include professional manpower for Administration,
supervision, facility design and operation, etc.)

3. FUEL FABRICATION

3.1 VK0C.QÂ6 Vucnlptlon

The once - through natural uranium fuel cycle has only a few
processing steps between mine and reactor (Figure 3.1 A ) . Since the fuel
cost is low, inventory charges are minimal and elapsed time from refining
to irradiation does not affect fuelling costs significantly, although these
may be included (Ref. 1). Process times for the various stages in the cycle
are indicated on the simplified flow chart in Figure 3.1 B.

3.1.1

3.1.1.1

Eldorado Nuclear Limited is the sole Canadian supplier of sint-
erable grade, natural U02 powder. Their process (Figure 3.1 C) is based on
solution of ye)lowcake in nitric acid, removal of impurities by contacting
the impure solution with a tributyIphosphate - kerosene solution, followed
by precipitation of an ammonium diuranate (ADU) intermediate. The latter
is reduced to sinterable U0_ powder by first heating in an inert gas and
finally in hydrogen.

3.1.1.2 Plant

UO. powder is produced in Canada as part of a large complex
at Port Hope whose principle product is UF,. The waste arisings from the
plant are small : values are provided in the submission to Working Group 7,
"The CANDU-PHW Generating Station Waste Arisings" (Ref. 2). The refinery
can be expected to recover 99-5% of the uranium in the yellowcake as
nuclear grade ceramic U0_.
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3.7.2

3.1.2.1

The 500 mm long bundles used in CANDU reactors are fabricated
from six basic components, Figure 3-1 D. Because all other components such
as channels, orifices and control equipment are part of the reactor structure,
the bundle is simple and reliable. These factors have led to high volume,
low cost production. By June 1975, Canadian industry had produced its
100,000th fuel bundle.

The very successful Pickering design has 28 elements of 15.3 mm
0D arranged to form a bundle with a diameter of 100 mm (Figure 3.1 D). The
design for the 600 MW(e) reference reactor has 37 elements of 13.08 mm 0D
arranged in a 100 mm 0D bundle as shown in Figure 2.2.4 A.

3.1.2.1

Fuel is presently supplied commercially by two suppliers,
Canadian General Electric and West'nghouse Canada Ltd. A third supplier,
Combustion Superheater Ltd., is constructing a plant and has had fifty
bundles irradiated by Ontario Hydro as part of the qualification process.
Some of these bundles have been discharged and there have been no problems to
date.

3.7.2.3

Each manufacturer has his own variants, but Figure 3.1 E shows a
typical flowsheet for the pelleting and element assembly operations. The
ADU powder does not require a binder, but a sterate lubricant is added after
granulation. A peak sintering temperature of 1650 to 1700°C for two hours
is sufficient to produce pellets with density in the range 10.55 to 10.75
Mg/m3.

3.7.2.4

The reference fabrication plant for this study has a 2 Mg/d
capacity. Details on the wastes generated are given in reference 3.
About 1/2% of the incoming UO» is lost to scrap whose recovery is
uneconomic.

3.7.2.5

All structural materials used in the element and bundles are
Zircaloy-4. Zircaloy-4 differs from Zircaloy-2 in the deletion of nickel
(0.03 to 0.08 wt% in Zirc-2) and a corresponding slight increase in iron.
There is a slight advantage in corrosion and hydrogen pick up over
Zircaloy-2 under our coolant conditions.

Interelement spacing is maintained by skewed spacers, see
Figure 2.2.4 A, that are attached by brazing with a Zr-5% Be braze at 1060°C
in vacuum. The longitudinal bearing pads that maintain bundle-to-pressure
tube spacing are also attached by brazing.
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1 ZIRCALOY STRUCTURAL END PLATE
2 ZIRCALOY END CAP
3 ZIRCALOY BEARING PADS
4 URANIUM DIOXIDE PELLETS
5 ZIRCALOY FUEL SHEATH
6 ZIRCALOY SPACERS
7 GRAPHITE COATING

FIGURE 3.1 D FUEL BUNDLE FOR PICKERING REACTOR, ASSEMBLED
FROM SEVEN BASIC COMPONENTS
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FIGURE 3.1 E

SIMPLIF IED PROCESS FLOWSHEET
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All manufacturing stages associated with the Zircaloy com-
ponents are shown in Figure 3-1 F. Detailed quality control is applied at
every step in production and the overall quality control program is audited
by utility or AECL inspectors on a continuing basis. Of the over two
million individual elements that have been manufactured, only 15 have failed
because of manufacturing defects.

Resistance welding is used for element end closures and for
attachment of the individual elements to the bundle end plates. This method
of welding is fast, cheap and lends itself to close control and automation.
Filling gas for the elements is at I atmosphere and contains 80% He to
facilitate inspection for element integrity.

3.2

Accountability and safeguard procedures appropriate to the use
of natural uranium are applied. The procedures only apply to the refinery
after a UF, or purified powder are separated. Each plant is subject to an
annual physical inventory plus bimonthly inspections of their fissile and
fertile materials ledgers. Arranging the annual inventory to coincide with
the annual shutdown for summer vacation has facilitated inspection of the
pellet plants. A task force formed by the Canadian Standards Association
with representation from industry and government agencies is working to
formulate standardised inspection procedures that will improve the quality
and efficiency of the inventory procedure;

3.3 Fuel Coiti

Fuel procurement has involved competitive fixed price bids for
the detailed design and manufacturing service. This resulted in a decreasing
fuel price as the program matured early in the learning process. Total
fuel costs in $ per kg U in dollars of the year are shown in Figure 3.3
(Ref. 3). Decreasing fabrication costs countered inflation over the period
1967 to 1973 yielding constant fuelling costs. Since then the costs of
manufacture and for UO, have increased sharply, but the actual cost of
Pickering fuel in 1976 "was 67 $ kg U including the U0- giving an actual
fuelling cost of 1.2 m$/kWha (Ref. k). l

The manufacturing cost of 37-eiement bundles is slightly higher
than the 28-element Pickering bundle because of the larger number of
zirconium components per kg UO,. Cost of 37-element bundles is 55 ± 10 $/kg U
including power preparation ana scrap recovery but excluding the cost of
U,0n. Fuel costs may tend towards the top of the range if recent large
price increases in zirconium are reflected in.bundle hardware costs.

3.4

For the natural uranium once-through cycle, the requirements
for criticality control and physical security in fuel fabrication plants
are relatively undemanding. These and other aspects such as radiation
protection and environmental protection are discussed in an operating
license document, submitted by the fuel manufacturer to the AECB.
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3.5

(1) A.W.L. Segel, "Estimating CANDU Fuel Costs", presented at IAEA Study
Group Meeting on the Facilities and Technology Needed for Nuclear
Fuel Manufacture, Grenoble, France, Sept. 1972. Also available as
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Report AECL-^273.

(2) G.R. Simmons, "The CANDU-PHW Generating System Waste Arisings"
submission to INFCE Working Group 7.

(3) R.D. Page, "Canadian Power Reactor Fuel" Atomic Energy of Canada Limited,
Report AECL-5609, March 1976.

[k) G.R. Fanjoy and A.S. Bain, "CANDU Fuel - Fifteen Years of Power
Reactor Experience" Paper IAEA-CN-36/184 presented at IAEA Conference
on Nuclear Power and its Fuel Cycle. Salzburg, Austria, May 1977.
Also available as Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Report AECL-5711.
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4 . FUEL AMP WASTE VISVOSAL

4.1 Wcu>£e.

Wastes are produced at all stages of the once-through fuel
cycle (Ref. 1). In certain cases (e.g. fuel fabrication) the wastes are
low in volume and in activity, and can be disposed of by shallow burial.
In others (e.g. reactor operating liquid and gaseous emissions) the activity
release is so small it can be diluted and immediately dispersed. However,
reactor operating wastes, irradiated fuel, reactor decommissioning wastes,
and fuel immobilization facility decommissioning wastes contain radionuclides
with half lives long enough, in concentrations high enough, that much of
the material will have to be permanently disposed of in a manner which
ensures that the risk that significant quantities can ever be returned to
the biosphere is vanishingly small.

The quantities of wastes produced per GW(e)/a by the CANOU
system in these categories are summarized in Table k.\.

4 . 2 Wcu>£e.

Various methods have been proposed for treatment and immobil-
ization of the wastes from the Canadian nuclear program. They vary with
waste material, waste form, activity level, and type of activity.

Low level reactor wastes are generally characterized as either
incinerable, compactible, or non-processable. Incinerable wastes are likely
to be incinerated and the residue incorporated in bitumen. Much of the
compactible waste may also be incinerable, but in any case this waste will
probably also be invested in some material - perhaps also bitumen. Non-
processable waste will have to be packaged, but the treatment techniques
are likely to vary significantly, depending on the waste and the activity
half lives involved. Current practice is to load the wastes into steel drums
and to place these in in-ground concrete storage vaults.

Medium level reactor wastes are generally derived from cleanup
systems (e.g. solidified liquids, filters) and from maintenance activities
(e.g. piping, seals). Liquids may be concentrated using reverse osmosis
techniques. Ion exchange resins may be backwashed and burned to reduce
volume, with the liquid effluent then going to the reverse osmosis cells.
All wastes are likely to be immobilized in appropriate packages, with
bitumen again a leading candidate as the immobilization medium. Fuel
immobilization schemes are now under very active investigation in Canada.
The plan is to develop methods for immobilization which will be appropriate
for both relatively short and extremely long time scales. For relatively
short term containment a simple metallic canister, with a target life of
M O O years, is being developed. This will allow for retrievabi1ity on
this time scale. The alternative, being developed simultaneously, is the
best long term containment system that can be made to work, bearing in
mind the realities of economics, long term material availability and indus-
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TABLE 4.1

SOLID WASTES PRODUCED By REACTORS AND

FUEL IMMOBILIZATION FACILITIES

per GW(e)-year

Source

(a) REACTOR

Operation

Maintenance

Decommissioning
(Total)

Fuel

(b) FUEL
i IMMOBILIZATION

: Operation 6 ]

Mai ntenance

Decommissioni ng

Type

Low Level

Medium Level

IX Resins*2'

Medium Level

Low Level

Medium Level

High Level

Low 6 Med i urn
Level

Low Level !

Volume

Untreated

(m3)

550

10

25

5

11 000

400

-35

13

8

Treated

(m3)

250

30

45

10

11 000

800

98

8

8

Activity

8.

5.

2.

1.

8.

6.

1.

1.

1

(Ci

0

5 x

3 x

8 x

0 x

6 x

4 x

7 x

)*

101

103

103

101

106

107

102

NOTES

(1) Approximately 30% of this waste may have some transuranic contamination

(2) Approximately 60% of this waste contains C-14

* 1 Ci = 3.7 x 10 1° Bq
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trial technological capability. The multiplicity of barriers which could
be employed for such a system is shown in Figure k.2.

The operating wastes from a fuel immobilization facility
are expected to be similar to reactor operating wastes, and will be treated
similarly. Maintenance wastes will likely be primarily contaminated
equipment, and will be packaged and immobilized if necessary. Depending
on the temperatures required for immobilization, sheath rupture and release
of fission gases and volatiles may create a waste at this facility which
will have to be treated appropriately. Methods for immobilization of these
wastes are under study.

Decommissioning wastes from CANDU reactors have been described
in some detail by Unsworth (Ref. 2 ) . Most of the waste volume is of low
activity, and could perhaps be disposed of in a manner analogous to that
developed for mine tailings. Large, active pieces of equipment will probably
be packaged and, if necessary, could be disposed of in the final waste repository.
Decommissioning wastes from the fuel immobilization facility will not be
very active, and the volumes will be small. They can be treated without
difficulty by the methods used for reactor decommissioning wastes.

4.3 WctAto. Viipoial

Immobilized fuel from the CANDU system will be disposed of
deep underground in stable rock formations. The program to select the
formation and develop the appropriate facility has already been described
in some detail (Refs . 3, *t, 5 ) .

The reference formations in Canada are crystalline igneous
bodies, called plutons or batholiths, in the Canadian Shield. Areas of
the Shield have been stable for 2.5 billion years, and available evidence
suggests that water movement deep within the plutons may be very slow indeed.
Furthermore, the central regions of these formations are known to be essen-
tially free of useful minerals.

Salt is the backup formation, and considerable effort has been
expended on mapping all Canadian salt basins with a view of determining
which would be most suitable for disposal if hard rock was eventually
found to be unsuitable. Some work has recently been initiated in limestone
and shale, and Canadian scientists are cooperating in the sea bed program.

The disposal facility will be similar in many respects to a
standard mine in hard rock. The reference concept calls for shafts to be
bored to a depth of perhap- 1 km, and a series of underground rooms mined
out at that depth. The general layout might .be as shown in Figure 4.3- The
immobilized fuel could be placed in holes drilled in the floor, or in
trenches which are backfilled with appropriate materials. A facility to
hold all the irradiated fuel produced in Canada to the year 2015 should
require an underground area of <2 km .

The medium in which long lived low and medium level wastes
will be disposed of is not yet agreed. Various possibilities are under
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EFFECTIVE BOREHOLE SEALING

SURROUNDING ADSORBATIVE

CONTAINER COATING

CONTAINER
METAL, GLASS OR CERAMIC

INNER LINING BARRIER

FUEL SHEATH

FIGURE 4.2

MULTIPLICITY OF BARRIERS FOR SPENT FUEL DISPOSAL
(SCHEMATIC)
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FIGURE 4.3 GENERAL LAYOUT OF DISPOSAL FACILITY
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study, including disposal of all wastes in or adjacent to the fuel reposi-
tory, use of abandoned mines, and disposal in engineered facilities not
far below the land surface. Since it is likely that protection of man
and the environment can be reasonably assured with any of these alternatives,
the choice between them is likely to be made on the basis of social and
economic considerations.

4.4

(1) 6.R. Simmons, "The CANDU-PHW Generating System Waste Arisings", Working
Group 7 Cochairmen Paper ffk.

(2) G.N. Unsworth, "Decommissioning of the CANDU-PHW Reactor", Atomic Energy
of Canada Limited, Report AECL-5687, 1977 April.

(3) S.A. Mayman et al, "The Canadian Program for Storage and Disposal of
Spent Fuel and High Level Wastes", IAEA-SM-207/91, Vienna, 1976.

(A) R.6. Chariwood and P.F. Gnirk, "Conceptual Design Studies for a High
Level Waste Repository in Igneous Rock, Rock Store 77", Stockholm,
September 1977.

(5) J- Boulton, "Management of Radioactive Fuel Wastes: The Canadian
Disposal Program", Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Report AECL-6314»,
January 1979.
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5. OVERALL FUEL CYCLE SUMMARY

This section summarizes overall fuel cycle information for a
1000 MW(e) reactor unit, based on the detailed information given in the
body of the report. An attempt has been made to include that information
indicated as desirable in working group discussions. The fuel cycle
starting point is taken as uranium in the form of yellowcake, with no con-
sideration given here to uranium mining and milling.

5.1 MajoA. FacÂJtltieA, TwteAcomi&ctloni and MateAÀal Flowi

Figure 5.1 shows the major specialized facilities, their
inter-relationship and the flow of strategic materials per 1000 MW(e) unit
operating at equilibrium with an Bo% load factor. The delay times
associated with each of the facilities are assumed to be the same as those
given in Figure 3.1 B. The reactor inventories of heavy water and
uranium are shown on the figure. It can further be assumed that no fuel need
be supplied to the reactor (apart from the initial charge and six month
reserve supply) until 100 full-power days after initial start-up (see
section 2.2.6.2).

5.2 St)-ite.m Design and fQAjonmancz Vota.

5.2.1

Since no 1000 MW(e) units have been built or committed, no
detailed design is available. A scaled-up version of the 638 MW(e) design
(described in detail in previous sections)has been assumed. Table 2.9.2 A
summarizes the basic parameters for the 1000 MW(e) unit, along with those of
the 638 MW(e) unit for comparison.

Table 5.2.1 gives the general reactor performance specifications
for a 1000 MW(e) unit.

5.2.2

Fuel fabrication, fuel immobilization and fuet disposal
facilities have been discussed in sections 3 and k. These are independent
of reactor unit size as such, although doubtless depend somewhat on total
throughout. Heavy water production facilities are being treated in sub-
missions to Working Group #1.
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TABLE 5.2.î

GENERAL REACTOR PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

A. Power Plant Performance

Fission Power
Electrical Power, Gross

Net
Thermal Efficiency

Reactor Parameters

: 3425
: 1074
: 1000
: 29- 2$

MW
MW
MW
'/

Core Radius
Core Length
Core Volume

3.871 m

279-8 m3 [2.798 x L]

[N.B. A 0.655 m D20 reflector surrounds core on sides]

Core Power Density
Coolant Flow Rate
Maximum Channel- Flow
Reactor Inlet Temperature
Reactor Outlet Temperature
Reactor Outlet Quality
Reactor Outlet Pressure

C. Fuel Parameters

Maximum Fuel Temperature
Maximum Cladding Surface Temp
Core Fuel Loading

- total heavy metal
- fissile material

Discharge exposure; average
Conversion Ratio

- beginning of life
- average, equilibrium cycle

(U235)

0.01224 MW/L
11.7 Mg/s
2k kg/s
?.67°C
310°C
'I*
10.0 MPa

1900°C
326°C

1.295 x 105 kg
920 kg
7300 MW-d/t (U)

0.82
0.77
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5.3 FUEL MANAGEMENT AND HANDLING INFORMATION

5.3.1 R&acton. Vow&n. Plant

Table 5.3-1 A summarizes fuel management data for the reactor.
Table 5.3•ï B gives the data in a form suitable for use in a reactor
strategy program such as that developed by the IAEA. The spent fuel
radiation level as a function of cooling time is shown In Figures 2.7.2 A
and 2.7.2 B. Figure 5.3-1 shows the discharge fuel energy generation rate
as a function of cooling time.

5.3.2 Fuel Fabrication FacÀJUty

The technology for fabricating CANDU natural uranium fuel is
well-known and is described in Section 3. The nominal plant sizes are
based on a throughput of 2 Mg(ll)/d. Unrecoverable losses in each of the
conversion and fabrication steps amount to

5.3.3 Shipping

Fuel

Fresh fuel is shipped from the fuel fabrication plant to
the reactor site by truck. The fuel is loaded in boxes or crates with
36 bundles to the box. Typically 2k boxes are shipped in one truck load.
Shipping distances vary with the majority at present being under 300 km.

Speitt Fuel

Little experience has been accumulated to date in shipping
spent fuel. Only relatively small shipments of fuel for experimental
purposes have been made. Most of these shipments were by truck in
shielded containers.

For large shipments there are advantages to rail rather than
truck since larger containers with higher percentage payloads can be used.
Shielded containers with capacities up to about 200 bundles with payloads
in the range 10-20% are envisaged. Since interim and ultimate disposal
sites have not yet been selected, no comment on shipping distances can be
made. Distances of 800-1000 km have been used in the estimates.

5.4 Tucknology StatuA and R, V S V Rzquln.me.nti>

5.4.1 Rwctoi VwiQJi Vlixnt

As discussed in Section 2.10, the basic CANDU-PHW concept
operating on a once-through, natural uranium cycle is commercially proven
in Unit sizes up to 750 MW(e). The extension to a unit size of 1000 MW(e)
would require commercial engineering development, but no fundamental
research or demonstration. It should be noted that AECL and OH have
jointly invested considerable design and development effort on a 1250 MW(e)
design.
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TABLE 5.3.1 A

REACTOR FUEL MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

Average Capacity Factor 80%

Fraction of Core Replaced* On-power refuelling is used
with replacement of 8 fuel
bundles per channel visit.
The nominal rate of fuelling
is 25 bundles per full
power day: i.e., (3(+)
channel visits per day with
8/692*1 of the core replaced
at each visit.

Form of Fabricated Fuel 0.5m long, 37-element bundles
of Zr-clad U0 2 pellets with each
bundle containing 18.7 kg of U
(See Figure 2.2.'» A)

Fuel Composition

- As Loaded ' Natural uranium

- At Discharge* See Table 2.2.6 A [at 7300 MW-d/t(U)]

Losses

- Conversion 0.5%

- Fabrication 0.5%

U3O8 Requirements

- Initial Core 130.8 Mg(U)

- Annual Equilibrium Requirements 1 38.4 Mg(li)

- 30 Year Cumulative *»235 Mg(U)

Separative Work Requirements None

"Note that refuelling does not start until after approximately 100 full
power days operation and then proceeds at approximately the equilibrium
rate. During the period between 100 full power days and 1 full power
year, the burnup of discharge fuel averages -6000 MW-d/t(U), and there-
after is at the equilibrium value of 7300 MW-d/t(U). The average burnup
of the fuel in the core increases over the first full power year to its
equilibrium value of ~39OO MW-d/t(U).
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TABLE 5.3.1 B

REACTOR CHARACTERISTICS

HWR OPERATING ON A NATURAL URANIUM, ONCE-THROUGH CYCLE
[Burnup -7.3 m-d/kg(U)\

INITIAL LOADING

Uranium, t(U)/GW(e)
Enrichment, % $•"
Heavy Water, t(D20)/GW(e)

REPLACEMENT REQUIREMENTS

(a) From Start-up to 100 Full Power Days (FPD)

Uranium, t(U)/GW(e)-a
Heavy Water, t(D20)/GW(e)-a

(b) From 100 FPD to 365 FPD

Uranium, t(U)/GW(e) a
Enrichment, % U 2 "
Heavy Water, t(D20)/GW(e)-a

(c) From 365 FPD to End of Life

Uranium, t(U)/GWie) a
Enrichment, % U "

Heavy Water, t(D20)/GW(e)-a

DISCHARGED FUEL

(a) From Start-up to 100 FPD

Uranium, t(U)/GW(e)-a
(b) From 100 FPD to 365 FPD

Uranium, t(U)/GW(e) a
Enrichment, X U235
Fissile Pu, t(Puf)/GW(e)-a
Total Pu, t(Put)/GW(e)-a

(c) From 365 FPD to End of Life

Uranium, t(U)/GW(e) a
Enrichment, % U235
Fissile Pu, t(Puf)/GW(e) a
Total Pu, t(Put)GW(e) a

FINAL CORE

Uranium, t(U)/GW(e)
Enrichment, % U235
Fiss i le Pu, t(Puf)/GW(e)
Total Pu, t(Pu )/GW(e)
Heavy Water, ttD20)/GW(e)

130
0.711 (natural)
760

0
7.6

171
0.711
7.6

(natural)

171
0.711 (natural)
7.6

170

8:8
0.58

170
0.23
0.47
0.65

129
0.39
0.27
0.34
760

NOTE: GW(e)>a is used here correctly to meai a full GW(e) for a full year. To
account for load factor in determining annual uranium requirements and
discharge rates merely multiply by ths load factor. Heavy Water replace-
ment requirements are assumed to be independent of load factor.
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5.4.2 OtheA

The front end of the fuel cycle is fully developed and
applicable to a 1000 MW(e) unit.

The back end of the fuel cycle, from the point at which
spent fuel is removed from the reactor storage pools, has yet to
be demonstrated and proved.

No firm choice has yet been made as to whether the spent
fuel will be reprocessed or committed to permanent irretrievable
disposal. The current plan is to provide interim storage for up to
a century, thereby leaving open the two options mentioned above.
A vigorous R, D and D program has been planned and initiated which
will cover all aspects of this approach - interim storage, permanent
fuel disposal, and disposal of wastes from reprocessing. Lab-scale
research on reprocessing is also proceeding on a relatively low priority.

5.5 SAFETY AND ACCIDENT CONSIDERATIONS

The approach here is expected to be entirely similar
to that for the 638 MW(e) units. This has been discussed ir Section 2.k.

5.6 ECONOMICS

The economics of 1000 MW(e) units has been outlined in
Section 2.9. This economics of energy production from the CANDU-PHW
is dominated by reactor considerations, which is why the whole fuel
cycle was treated in Section 2.9 rather than just the reactor part.

The information used for the-non-reactor part of the fuel
cycle consisted of the following reference values:

(197S Canadian $)
Fuel fabrication $55/kg(u)
(excluding yellowcake cost)

D20 cost $270/kg(D20)

Spent fuel shipping, interim storage,
immobilization and disposal cost $17/kg(ll)

This third item has relatively large uncertainties associated
with it, and better estimates may be available before the end of the
INFCE study. The D2O cost is higher than current prices and is meant
to be an estimate (in 1978 Canadian $ ) for the inter cerate term
future (~199O).

5.7 ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION

The information in Section 2.6, scaled with reactor power,
will give estimates which are within the range of uncertainty.
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5.8

The safeguards scheme for the 638 MW(e) unit, described in
sections 2.1.8 and 2.7, can be applied in a straightforw?rd manner to a
1000 MW(e) unit. This provides adequate safeguards for iuel once it enters
the reactor until it leavts the reactor site. It would appear that an
extension of this scheme could equally well be applied to interim storage
and/or ultimate disposal sites until they were permanently sealed.

The data on spent fuel accumulation rates have already been
given, as has the isotopic composition of the spent fuel and radiation
fields associated with it.

Some comments are given below on elements of assessment of
proliferation resistance that have been suggested.

Safeguardabi1ity:

An acceptable safeguards scheme has been devised for
irradiated fuel on the reactor site. This type of scheme lends itself
to further extension to cover interim storage or ultimate disposal sites.

Weapons Usabi1i ty:

The fresh fuel in this cycle is natural uranium and hence not
directly usable for nuclear weapons. The spent fuel contains about h g
of plutonium (total) per kg of heavy metal. If chemically separated
from the heavy metal this would be usable for nuclear weapons.

Material Modifiabi1ity:

As mentioned above, plutonium could be obtained by chemical
separation from the spent fuel. The content of plutonium in the spent fuel
is relatively low {^h g/kg H.E.), the isotopic composition is not ideal
(>25% Pu2*tO) , and the fuel is initially highly radioactive with a relatively
slow decay (see figure 2.7-2 A and 2.7.2 B). All these factors would make
the separation of plutonium for weapons use relatively unattractive.

Facility Modifiabi1ity:

The process could be altered to produce a more favourable
plutonium composition for nuclear weapons by substantially reducing the
burnup of the discharge fuel. This would be easily detected. There is very
little scope for increasing the concentration of plutonium in the spent
fuel.

Interruptabi1i ty:

The inspection frequency in the safeguards scheme is such that
diversions would be detected relatively promptly. In the case of Canada,
the fuel cycle is not vulnerable to external interruption.
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Material Accessibility:

The spent fuel has a low vulnerability to theft or seizure,
mainly due to the relatively la" plutonium concentration (̂ A g/kg H.E.)
and the relatively high radiation fields.
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